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Then why
am I so alone?
Maybe cause I'm
a big fat phoney.

If I can love
. so passionately
Holding back
nothing

Rod McGuen

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Vol. X1 Number 51

1Vlarch 18, 1971

Di Ferdinando, Powers
Voted Heads of Student Org.
by Kathy Gaynor and
Dianne Arminio

groups to get their views o n
campus life ; to discover how we
Robert DiFerdinando assumes can mutually aid one another";
the presidency of Newark State's and 4) re-evaluate the financial
Student Organization as a result structure of Student Org.
of the final student election of
DiFerdinando extends his
Thursday, March 11th. In the appreciation to "those who
elections , newcomer helped" him "from the very
DiFerdinando defeated the beginning. The election is over
incumbent Vice-President Tony now," he said, "and we have to
Levi, by a slim plurality of 39 start working together." · He
votes.
encourages students to approach
The tally of votes reveal that council with any problem
563 students voted for concerning the campus. ''Thus,"
DiFerdinando while 524 voted for DiFerdinando explained , " I can
Levi. The small margin between be cognizant of what is happening
the winner and loser in the race on all parts of the campus,
for the presidency necessitated enabling me to be a more effective
recounts, but the subsequent Student Org. president."
recounts reaffirmed the election
Bob Powers also elected to the
results.
Student Org. Executive Board
Reflecting upon the campaign, March 11 , out-polled his
Presi dent-elect DiFerdinando opposition with 151 votes.
remarked that " the main issue Powers, the newly elected Vice
seemed to be the concern over a President defeated Rich Hauser,
factio nalized cam pus and the other candidate for the VP
government. We must work to position with 591 votes to
bring together and focus our Hauser's 440 votes.
attention on getting a good
19 7 0- 7 1 Sophomore Class
government going."
President Powers stated during his
Mr. ' DiF erdi nando also campaign that his most important
indicated some issues and ideas to goal is "'the student's needs."
be developed during his term of. Following the election, Powers
office. Enumerating his objectives, reemphasized this goal plus he
DiFerdinando said he would: 1) said he will "work on any other
increase communications between concrete proposal initiated during
Studen t Org . and the the campaign."
INDEPENDENT; 2) devise a
Jay Paper ester, successful
solution for the drug problem on candidate for the Assistant
campus; 3) meet with "different Treasurer position, remarked

following the election, "I will
follow in the steps of Wanda
Kolodziej and will also take bigger
strides." ·
Papanester outpoles Chip
Hancock, the other contender for
Ass't. Treasurer by accumulating
520 votes to Hancock's 354; a
margin of 166 votes.
Diane Broogos, unopposed in
her candidacy for Secretary of
Student Org. polled 655 votes.
The position of Ass't. Treasurer
has been achieved by Lynn Pakrul
who also ran unopposed. Lynn
tallied 630 votes in the election.
The position of National
Student Association Coordinator,
N.S.A.', was won by Lee Mond
over Andrew Bartek. Mr. Mond's
632 votes exceeded Mr. Bartok's
390 votes by a margin of 242
votes.
Besides electing the 1971-72
Student Org. Executive Board, the
students were asked to consider
two referendums put forth by
Student Council. Both
referendums were passed.
The new Student Body
Constitution was accepted by the
electorate. The constitution,
developed by the Constitution
and By-Laws Committee, chaired
by Steve Wance , passed by having
89% of the studen ts voting in
favor of it. The statistics show,
596 voted in favor of the
constitution while only 78 voted
to veto the Constitution. (See the
past three issues of the
INDEPENDENT for explanation
of the new bill).
The proposal to reapportion
the class Student Council
representatives also was accepted ·
in the past election. The basic
design for reapportionment was
concieved by Student Org.
member Jim Harrison and his
committee. This new proposal
received 84% student backing
with 501 students voting in favor
of it and 97 students vetoing it.
In the March 11th election ,
1,1 17 students came o ut and
voted.

Bob Powers

Student Council Meets Again
Joan G. Minneci

by Noreen Daly

New Miss I.F.S.C. Named~
Joan G. Minneci, representing
Omega Sigma Psi, was named Miss
Inter Fraternity Sorority Council
Queen by Edward Kelley ,
President of I.F .S .C., at the
Semi-Formal held Saturday,
March 13th. A junior majoring in
Early Childhood Education , Joan
is a member of the
INDEPENDENT Editorial Board ,
Election Committee, and Social
Committee. Last year, ·Miss
Minneci w as selected to
participate in the International

Education Program and studied in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
First runner-up was Marilyn
Napoliello , a Elementary
Education major , sponsored by
Sigma Theta Chi. Dian a Reagan,
Nu Theta Chi, also in Elementary
Education, placed Se con d
runner-up. Both are seniors.
The judging occurred on March
9 and was based on poise,
personality, appearance, and·
activities. The judges were Miss
(Continued on .Page 2)

A session of Student Council
was held on Friday evening March
12. The meeting was chaired by
Mike Napurano and featured two
o utside speakers. After the
approval of the minutes, Steven
Lindner, Class of '74, presented to
Council a petition against any
extension of the Selective Service
Act which shall 6e voted on by
Congress in June. He feels that
"employing the petition is the
most effective means for voicing
one's opin:on." It is Steve's hope
that Council will support and
fund his idea. Pending success on
our campus, Steve's letter and

petition will be sent to various letters and mailing fees. Copies of
known colleges in the country the letter and petition are being
turning the idea in to a circulated this week throughout
nation-wide endeavor. All the campl!S and a committee will
completed petitions will then go be set u~ for all interested
to Congress in hope of a veto of students. - this Act - hence, a step towards
The secon~eaker, Lee Mond,
ending conscription and the war. newly elected N.S.A. coordinator
Council first passed a motion came before Council asking for
tabling the matter until further $85 which will be used to send
information and the legality of four students to Executive
the situation can be discussed. A Director of the National Urban
second motion was then brought League Whitney Young Jr.'s
up and passed , stating that the funeral to be held Tuesday March
Council accept the idea in concept 16 at R iverside Church in
until the body is supplied the Manhattan. Young died suddenly
necessary information. If passed last week in Nigeria. Fifty · dollars
then, they will fund the cost of
(Continued on Page 2)
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New -information Service Instituted
Each station will have a dial
by Dianne Arminio
Newark State College has system, earphones and a program
acquired a Dial Access . guide. The six stations designed
Information Retrieval System to for aduio-video tapes will also
facilitate independent study and include a 9" t.v. monitor.
supplement academic instruction.
Any members of the college
The system, expected to be in community wishing to hear one of
operation before the end of spring the 60 audio tapes the college
semester, will be centrally located now possesses needs only to check
in Nancy Thompson Library. the program guide at a station and
Retrieval stations will be located dial for it.
The College ' s library is
in three other buildings on
developing a library of tapes
campus.
The library will contain 35 w h i c h -w i II co n sis t o f
information stations: 6 commercially and locally
audio-visual carrels and 29 audio produced lectures, problem
carrels; in addition LI 17 will be solving , enrichment and
established in the Willis lobby , supplementary materials.
plus three classrooms (Willis l 00, Professors can produce their own
W200, W300) will be wired for tapes to be used as a supplement
use. And 8 carrels are being set up to their classroom lectures.
in the dorms. The tapes may be Additional tapes will be
retrieved at an one of these introduced each month.
A spokesman on the Ad Hoc
locations.

Committee considering the
College's acquisition of the Dial
Access System explained, "the
same program can be retrieved
simultaneously by more than one
person. However, it is on a
first-come , first-served b~is; the
first to dial for a particular tape
will receive the tape at the
beginning but the second person
will come in at whatever point ,
during the middle. There will be
no waiting for a program. If a

person wishes to wait for the
beginning, the program will
automatically rewind at the end
and be ready to go again."
Jersey City State College has
had a Dial Access System for two
years and Paterson State is
considering the possibility of
acquiring one. In the future, NSC
students will even be able to dial
the other colleges possessing the
system and conveniently receive
any one of their tapes right here .

Racial Polerization
Explored in Series

by Ina White
Franklin for the Neptune school
Speeches by Lee Mond and Mr. students . William Finkel , a
Stuart Welch to citizens of policeman in Elizabeth who also
Neptune Township on Tuesday , studies at Newark State, also has
March 9 , was just one evening in a spoken to the community .
seriesofCommunityDialoguesin
The Neptune series is
that community presented by sponsored by the Neptune Board
Newark State's Institute of of Education through a Federal
I. Reapportionment concerning Community designed to "give the grant under the Emergency
(Continued from Page 1)
w as to be appropriated for Student Council represnetatives public a greater awareness of Schools Assistance Act , an act
flowers, but after a motio n, $ I 00 will be underway for the elections racial polarization and the causes designed to provide schools and
of racial confrontation ."
c ommunities with in-service
was decided on , not for flowers, in April.
Mr. Foster Diebold , Director of training. Only communities that
Ken Wilson spoke con cerning
but to be donated to the League
the committee set up last week to C o llege Developm e nt , who are involved in or have just
b ringing the sum to $ 135 ·
look
into the drug situation and administers the In stitute of completed desegregation of their
consent followed.
N.S.C.'s first blood bank will draw up a code for N.S.C. A Community Service explained schools may make application
accept donations on April 8. The meeting was held last week with that thus far, the lectures to the under this act . Approximately
Red Cross will be here to aid in Union County Prosecutor Ashe community have been provided four or five other communities in
the proceedings. All those willing and Wilson said it appeared he was by members of the Newark State New Jersey are also conducting
to participate must be scheduled (Ashe) was "not concerned" and faculty followed by community programs funded under this Act
before then. Announcements adminis traTor''s° 1 overrea'i tedh . - - group d'is'cussion led b:y'NSC 'staff. ' ' b'u t the form of these programs
pertaining to this will be posted .
The meeting was adjourned Lee Mond, a black student here at varies from community to
The new constitution voted on before moving into new or old the college, was asked to community.
explained Mr.
Mr. Diebold pointed out that
during last week' s elections business and the next session is set participate ,
Diebold , "b e cause of his the Neptune program is only one
(596-78) will go into effect May for March 19.
background as an officer in the of many programs under the
Army and his ability to articulate Institute of Community Service,
his views on racism." Other which was established two years
students at the college have been ago to consolidate the efforts of
utilized in other programs in the the college in the area of
Neptune series. NSC students community service. Other projects
were used in a "mock" classroom include Project NOW and the
discussion conducted by Professor Urban Education Consortium.

Council Meets

NOTICE

" Joe" The C.C.B. Film Originally

Scheduled For Mar. 21 Has Been
Postponed Until May 9.

Deferred Payn1ent
Plan Sun1n1arized
by Kathy Gaynor

"Fellini Satyricon " Will Be
Presented On Mar. 21.

Miss I.F.S.C. ·
(Continued from Page 1)

Amy Sheehan, a teacher in New
Providen c e ; Miss Trudy
Anschuetz. Director of Whiteman
Hall : Miss Sharmon Howe ,
Student Advisor in the dorm ; and
Mr. Armand Veltro, President of
the Evening Student Council at
Newark State. Eileen
Moczydlowski , Chairman of
I.F .S.C.'s Social Committee
organized the contest and dance.
The organizations represented
were ; Alpha Theta Pi, Linda
Artelli ; Alpha Sigma Mu, Magda
Lomba ; Beta Delta Chi, Cookie
Christofis; Delta Sigma · Pi,

Rochelle Hasner ; Kappa Epsilon,
Nancy Jean Groskinsky ; Lambda
Chi Rho, Rosemary Rice ; Nu
Sigma Tau , Kathy Arasz; Nu
Theta Chi, Diana Reagan; Omega
Sigma Psi, Joan Minneci ; Rho
Theta Tau, Janet Yobbi ; Sigma
Beta Chi , Judith Manara ; Sigma
Kappa Phi, Gwendolyn Ruggiero ;
Sigma Theta Chi, Miuilyn
Napoliello.
Mr. Kelley presented the three
foot trophy and a dozen red roses
to the Queen. The band. then
played as the 19711.F.S.C. Quee~
Jed the dance and was joined by
her attendants. Joan is the first
junior to be chosena s Queen. • .

NSC students are to be aware
of the convenience offered them
in paying the college tuition and
fees each semester through the
Deferred Tuition Payment Plan.
An agreement can be made
between the student and Registrar
to make payments in accordance
with a pre-arranged schedule.
Courses can be taken without
advance payment of the full
tuition .
The following is a summary of
the Deferred Tuition Plan. The
Plan enables students to pay their
tuition on an installment basis.
According to this plan , upper
c lassmen and freshmen pay
$1 2 4 . 50 and $107 . 00 ,
respectively on the regular tuition
payment date . During the next
two months, both upper classmen
and freshmen pay $52.50 (each
month).
There are a number of
consequences involved should the
payments be made late: I. The
stu~ent must pay the balance of
t u ition immediately . 2. The
privilege of paying tuition on this
plan will be removed for all
following semesters. 3. There will

be a $5 .00 late fee charged. (This
fee is set up by the state .)
A simular plan can be followed
for payment of room and board.
Within the agreement , it is
stated , that the responsibility lies
with the student to meet the
schedule of oayments without
further notifi c ation. The
agreement gives students the
opportunity to attend school who
otherwise would not be able to
due to lack of funds. Students are
advised to keep this plan in mind
in September and tuition-payment
time .

2nd
lecture
Held
The second Annual Eugene G .
Wilkins Lecture will be held
Wednesday , March 24, at 8 :00
p .m . Dr . Santiago Genoves,
scholar and film maker will be the
featured lecturer, and will speak
on the topic of International
Cooperation. Request forms for
tickets may be picked up at the
Information Desk in the College
Center and at the switchboard in
Townsend Hall.
In July 1970, along with seven
other international scientists and
explorers, Genoves arrived in
Barbados aboard the papyrus raft
RA II . Having sailed from Safi,
Morocco 57 days earlier, the crew
headed by Thor Hedreyl , had
crossed the Atlantic in an attempt
to prove that the ancient
Egyptians could have reached the
Caribbean some 5 ,000 years ago.
Their craft , RA II, was a replica of
the sailing vessels depicted in the
tomb paintings of the Pharoahs.
The expedition was a clearly
con c eived anthropologi c al
experiment in co-subsistence , with
RA II flying the United Nations
flag , serving as a laboratory to
explore man's potential for
cooperation and survival. The RA
II experiment for international
cooperation has been hailed as a
success by anthropologists
throughout the world .
Author of over 100 books and
articles, Genoves' books have been
published in six different
languages. His latest book , "ls
Peace Inevitable? (Aggression ,
Evolution and Human Destiny) ,"
was awarded the Pope John XXIII
International Prize for Peace in its
original Spanish version . The film
"PAX", which he conceived and
wrote for the 1968 Mexican
Olympics was based on this book .
Born in Orenze , Spain,
Santiago Genoves received his
doctorate in anthropology at ·
Cambridge University and from
I 95 6 until recently served as
Titular Research Fellow at the
University of Mexico. He has
lectured througho ut the world on
human evolution , race , the
biology of aggression , violence
and war , and recently participated
in an International Symposium on
War and Violence.

Classifields
FOR SALE :
2 Studded Snow Tires
7 .75 x 14 - 12 months
wear - Call 245-1952
$25 , no less
Brian P . Kenney
MB721

NOTICE

ST UDE NT - FACU LTY
COFFEES

DAILY 9:30 - 11 :30 A .M.
SLOA N LOU NGE
ALL IN VITED
MEET OT HERS !

Calif.. based firm in national
expansion program needs
ambitious young men seeking
· very big income - part time .
Complete company training
provided by appointment only.
Interviews Friday eve . Mar. 19 .
688=4745

BROADEN YOUR
HORIZO NS!

Hillel Meeting
Willis 100
Tuesday , March 23
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Mond and Welch Speak
By Betty Wetzler
On March 9, 1971, Newark
State sociology major, Lee Mond
and N .S.C. professor, Stuart
Welch were main speakers at a
disc ussion program new at
Neptune Junior High School,
Neptune, New Jersey. This public
meeting was the third in a series
of Community Dialogue sessions
being presented by the Neptune
Township Board of Education in
cooperation with the Newark
State Colleg e Institute of
Community Service and arranged
through a federal grant under the
Emergency School Assistance
Program (ESAP).
Prof. Welch spoke first on the
theme, "Making the Most of
Prejudice." He presented some
ideas on the possibility of making
reaso n ·· work within man's
emotional nature. Prof. Welch
ex pl ained that people are
inheritantly prejudiced. It is in
their nature of life to pre-judge
and we should therefore recognize
this if we're going to do anything
about it. He continued: "Man
psychologically stabilizes his being
through belief or pre-judgment,
and usually when he reasons, it is
to protect or safeguard his beliefs.
One major problem in dealing
with prejudice is that we believe
that man has chosen to be
prej udiced and that all he need do
is choose not to be."
Mr. Welch spoke of a possible
way to _combat ~-~~judice, what we
need do is to r einforce
non-prejudice that is already part
of belief. lf people are creatures
of habit and they act on their
beliefs, then what we have to do is
build positive belief or try to
rebuild old ones; but clearly
exhorting man to be good in face
of habits which are bad is futile .
There are many people who know
better than racial prejudice, that
is, they have beliefs in this respect

that are positive. They just need
to be expanded through use."
.Prof. Welch stated that
although his talk was based on
theoretical ground, he hoped it's
illustrations had touched the
audience's experiences. He
concluded that since prejudice is
so deeply rooted, one is forced to
deal with a technical study of it;
he said: "You have to understand
the problem before you can deal
with it."
Lee Mond's topic, entitled,
"How Long?" dealt with the
issues of war, racism and poverty,
and their relationships to the local
community. Lee.drew on personal
encounters and involvements as
the basis for his comments.
He first spoke of the war in
Viet Nam along sociological lines.
Lee, who was a captain while in
Viet Nam, explained that the
majority of black soldiers in Viet
Nam were in combat and
special-type units - the very elite,
physical units, - of which there
was almost total unity between
black and white, if not out of
desire; then out of necessity for
mere survival. He related this
example of racial unity to the
local community - stressing that
the need fo r racial unity is just as
important at home as on the
battlefield. " It is in our best
interests to be ' together', to take
care of our own problems, not to
wait for outsiders to come in.
Communities will die if they don't
work together among themselves,
just as a soldier would die."

Apple~eed Grows Again
Johnny Appleseed Day 1970
was a success. So much so , that
concerned members of the college
community deem it important to
continue environmental
observances at NSC . Therefore,
preparations for a second Johnny
Appleseed Day are being
developed by the Committee of
Concern for the environment.

,

The Day , set for Saturday,
March 28, will be observed by
planting fo liage thro ughout the
campus grounds. Bushes will be

junior year of high school. While
in the army, he finished his high
school education and acquired
enough college credits to
eventually get commissioned. He
was promoted to captain at 23.

He continued by speaking of
the "exploitation of minority
groups." He ellaborated on this by
pointing out that programs
devised to help blacks and other
minorities are mostly made up by
whites, based on white values.
"When blacks are unsuccessful in
these programs, white membe rs of
the community use excuses that
blacks are stupid, lazy, or take a
'just-cause you' re-black' attitude,
rather than reocgnize the fact that
if the situation were reversed ,
difficulty fo r whites would arise.
This applies to education,
On the next topic of racism, emplo y ment, a n d training
Lee stated: "I'm not sure I want programs for employment." Lee
'equality' for myself; what l do then added that even if and when
want is equal opportunity. If
given opportunity, the minority
groups will make their own
equality." Again Lee cited a
personal example: he left school
for the army before the end of his

the values ARE the same, the
problem of ra cism is still evident.
because instead of being viewed as
"no good ," blacks now become a
"threat" to the white community:
"when they try to get ahead, the
community cries out in fea r 'they don't know their place.' "
The final topic of poverty
involved the telling of conditions
Lee fo und in North Carolina.
where poverty is rampant. He
said : "This was a particular cause
for pessimism in an otherwise
'eternal optimist.' These people
were white. If America. which is
run by whites, will allow other
whites to wallow in this type of
degradation. then what will she
allow to happen to me . a Black? I,
as a black, have no chance at all. "
Lee concluded his ialk by
saying that the problems of the
war , racism and poverty in the
U.S. "are perhaps not really
governmental ; po l itical, or
economic issues at all which pit
black against white , . but maybe

planted along-side the Morris
Avenue fence and ivy plants are to
decorate the entrance to Willis
Hall . The Committee also favored
the idea of beautifing our water
ways and plan to construct rock
dams in the campus streams.
Approximately 100 students
are needed March 28 to aid the
Committee in tilling the soil for
the beautification of our
immediate environment.
All NSC students are urged to
attend the Committe's meeting
TODAY at l :40 in T103.
just situations of 'haves' against
'have-nots'."
Following Prof. Welch's
intellectual approach to his topic
and Lee's personal experience
approach to his, members of the
audience participated one of five
small group discussion sessions.
Presently, Prof. Welch is trying
to help organize future programs
like this with Mr. Diegold,
director of College Development,
who was in charge of his
discussion. Lee, who has been
extensively involved in this type
of speaking on several previous
to urs, will also be in additional
speaking engagements in the near
fut ure by the Emergency School
Assistance Program.

Notice
Anyone
interested
in getting
invol ved in Student Life Committee
pl ease cont act E d Mulkeen MB No.
392.
Where are all t he J unio r
u ys w ho

, want to 10 t o t he J unior Prom7
Contact the INDEPENDENT . You
Pa y !

COLLEGE RING

V.S.C. And N.S.C.
The Youth Consulation
Services at 237 Broadway in
Newark helps kids from Barringer
High who ·are potential dropouts.
These Students ranging in age
from 14 to 19 come on their own
in the morning for their
education. They no longer want
to go to Barringer and would drop
out if it were not for this
program. The Y .C.S. started this
project in mid-November to see if
it would work . The program
developed through Barringer's
guidanc e department , and
meetings with the students and
their parents to decide if they
want to join.
The basic objectives of the
program are as follows :
1) ·Keep things on an informal
teaching level.
2) No time limit on any
subject, this . is left to the
discretion of the teacher and
student.
3). Only basic subjects will be
taught, such as English and math
and these will be related to
vocations when possible.
The kids go to the program
every day from nine till one and
get credit from Barringer. After
one o'clock the students go to
work. Another function of this

project is to get jobs for the kids:
Y.C.S. trys to get the students
to show responsibility to school,
to · themselves, and to other
people. There is no truant officer
to watch over them, instead there
is a full tin1e welfare worker to
help them if the need arises.
Y.C.S. is another one of the
many places you can go to gain
experience through tutoring and
assisting children made possible
through SCATE. If you would
like to help come to the SCATE
office in the student activities
building. Thank you.

ORDERS TAKEN
The OFFICIAL College Ring
est.ablished by the Traditions
and Procedures Committee

Notice
Found name bracelet in
Willis Hall in a classroom
on

the

gladly

3rd

floor . Will

The best priced and highest quality ring offered

return to person

&

who

identifies name

type

of

name

bracelet.

Contact

Lena

through

Independent

office

mailbox No. 876.

Book & Supply Store

or

Monday March 22 from 10 to 2

/

"'t,:.
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Sound And Fury

Editorial

After the Ball is Over

Frat
Fury

With elections now over , it's time once again to mull
over some of the political grandstanding witnessed here at To the Editor:
R.E.Tom O'DonneU
N.S .C. We _have tolerated the election dramatics; i.e.,
To Tom O'DonneU, two facts
checking financial records on the day of elections, promising that you of aB people should
great political upheavals in regards to Viet Nam and Kent know! No. I - YOUR fraternity,
Sigma Beta Tau, is not the
State, and tear-jerking letters accusing everyone and his defending champs in Greek
brother of being fascist-inspired . Wh~t this college doesn't basketball - Sigma Theta Chi is.
o. I - YOUR fraternity, Sigma
need are more muckrakers who spout generalizations and
Beta Tau does not have a seven
ignore the fine parts of the office they have assumed. Useless
game winning streak over 3 years
alliga tions about who' running the school just don't hold as - you were beaten by Chi and Nu
Delta Pi last year! In the future
much water as they used to because things have changed.
The studen t's voice is much louder now than in years
previous, and we sincerely believe t hat the new Student Org.
administration will make a greater effo rt to hear it. The
INDEPENDENT wishes at this time to congratula te them and
wish them success at thei r new positions.

Death at an Early Age

please print the facts as they are not as you wish them to be!
Brotherly but factfully,
Phil Scardilli
Ed . Note:
What was the core?

Class
Clash
Although you said somewhere

I hope I have enlightened you a
bit as to what class might be , and
that it will aid you in the future.
William Craig Eggimann
Brother of Sigma Beta Tau

'Thanks

Missing

While we're on the subject of popular generalizations, that you do not like to write
soon it will be time to get on the ecology bandwagon again . letters, you obviously were To the Editor:
You remember the movement , don't you? It lasted all of two compeBed to write yours of
I wrote a letter of endorsement
March 11 , criticizing the sports
· weeks here last spring. Well , for anyone who's interested , or editor of the INDEPENDENT for for Rich Hauser to the
for those who just need something faddish to occupy their his headline "TAU OUTCLASSES INDEPENDENT. It was handed in
on time. I would like to know
time; why not check into all the great progress this area has "PI" I would like to reply to your why it did not appear in Sound
letter.
!Ilade in cleaning up pollution . It has been1,1 somewhat
less ,.., , Mr•." Kish, the headline may be and Fury.
•••
Cathy Papirnick
than spectacular.
taken on t\VO levels. First , the
•

,.

♦

-

t 1,"I

lb\JUtJ:J,,, •

11 J

11 '

One · newsworthy note is that Ecolo-G detergent
manufactured in Paterson has been removed from the market ·
as being unsafe. Any ecology fans out there pick up on that?
No? Well, why not avoid the spring ecology rush and start to
think about the prospect of an early death due to a polluted
environment now?
In the past few months, local residents have been
complaining about the conditions of "the Elizabeth and
Rahway rivers, the amount of chlorine required to purify our
water supply and the amount of debris ejected into the air
from passing planes. Isn 't that dramatic enough for you? Not
big enough? We're not going to print any lurid pictures of an
apocalypse on the advance , everyone's heard that before.
Remember how much fun it , was to breathe during last
summer's temperature inversions? Think about it.

FRANICLY SPEAKING

word "class" when referring to
sports is interpreted as 'levels of
competition.' Hence college and
high school basketball leagues are
divided into class "A", Class "B"
etc. The term is used in many
sports headlines because the
purpose of a headline is to catch
one's eye, and the use the word
"beat" everytime one is describing
a victory gets to be a bit tiresome.
" Out-classed" connotes that the
better team has been victorious, as
opposed to an upset.
The other interpretation of
class is what you, Mr. Kish, define
as an "intangible quality which
people posess." You state in your
letter that class cannot be literally
defined, nor can it be measured .
· You then proceed to measure it,
giving Tom O'Donnell the short
end. I, Mr. Ronald Kish, do not .
know how to define class either,
but I do know what is not class,
and I will tell you. Perhaps by the
process of elimination you may
get a glimpse of what is class. ·
Calling my brother Ron Stone
a ' Boon' while he is playing
basketball
is
NOT
class.
Participating in a cheer directed at
your opponent that ends in the
words "you eat it" (which implies
fellatial connotations) is NOT
class. Referring to Sigma Beta Tau
as Tools in your cheers at the
game is not class. Screaming
frantically that the captain of
Tau's basketball team, James
Catalano ,
is
a
"guinea
mothe r fu cker" is not class.
Investigating Roger Lee Monde's
personal records in a futile
attempt to have him eliminated
from competition is NOT class.
Remember, Mr. Kish it was
you who chose to interpret the
headline on this level. I am
tempted to add that a guilty
conscience needs no accurser, and
I just did.

Destruction

To the Editor:
As an interested, objective
student I would like to have these
feelings printed.
During the last two weeks of
the elections what I have heard
and read is appalling. Students in
and out of the elections have
written and said statements which
To the Editor:
are absolutely uncall~d for. For
The Constitution and By-Laws
example:
Committee would like to thank
I. Statements against NSA
the student body for their
which are unca1Ied fo r.
overwhelming vote of support in
2. Statements against Student
approving the two referendum
Organization.
questions, new constitution and
3. Letters of candidates which
reapportionment, on the March
were being sent out and scribbled
11th ballot. This mandate for
on with statements such as,
progressive,
democratic,
and
communist, etc . . : .
positive change will provide the
4. All of these doings, to me ,
needed direction for a better and
where certainly not necessary and
mo re .
effectfve
Student
very juvenile.
Organization.
I hope this election can set an
Sincerely,
example of what people can do to
Steve Wance
try to destroy what others have
J erry Barron
worked hard to get. This should
. JimMason
not be repeated.
Jim Harrison
Anne Vollman
Class of 71

EDITOR'S NOTE :
So would I. This past election
produced many innovations in
cunning on campus. The letter of
which you speak, as well as two
others were typed, proofread, etc ,
by
the
staff
of
THE
IN D E P EN D ENT.
They
m y st eriously
"disappeared"
somewhere between our seeing
them and the printer receiving
them. Since the staff had no
malicious interest in them, and
since we don't want to make any
inferences that could be termed
"repressive", we can only assume
that the gremlins got ' em. We'll
have to stick with that theory ,
unless someone could enlighten us
further.

Non-Voter
Dear Editor
I am an apathetic, non-voting
student. So I feel I have an
objective view of the elections of
March 11.
l have watched the expressions
of various students to the
INDEPENDENT:s endorsement of
one said candidate, Bob
DiFernando.
Comments are as follows:
"What do you expect , look at
who is editor." " Yeah, Ed Naha
and his group of freaks."
To me the campaign has been
centered around the joining of
students for advancement of the
entire school. This platform has
been expressed by both
candidates for president of
Student Organization.
I have than heard the "freaks"
ca11 the Levi faction a bunch of
squares who have no mind of their
own and will vote for who Tau
votes for. '
If the unity of the students is a
prime concern of this campaign
then why is this complete division
happening?
(Continued on Page 6) ·
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Army Intelligence?
Should the conservativeRepublican stick with the
Nixon-Agnew ticket for 1972?
This is I think an interesting and
provocative question which
conservatives are no doubt
discussing. My own thought on
the matter is yes and no. Yes they
should continue to support the
President if he chooses to seek
reelection, no they should not
urge that Spiro Agnew continue
on the ticket as the
Vice-presidential candidate. The
reason for a 11 this is
simple-practical politics.
Should the President decide to
run for reelection , which is by no
means certain, there is virtually no
one with the political clout
capable of stopping him from
get ting the Re pub I ican
nomination. Only a coalition
be tween the Re agan a n d
R o ckefeller ca m ps of the
Republican Party could even
come close and even then they
would probably -fail. The result of
such a fiasco would be to split the
party and probably destroy any
possibility of its winning a
national race.

Agnew. Senators Buckley, Baker,
and Taft are all acceptable to
conservatives and with the
possible exception of Buckley
should be acceptable to every
Re publican except Mayor
Lindsay, who isn't really a
Republican, so what does it
matter? Even a surprise ticket like
N i x o n - R o c k e f e 11 er ; o r
Nixon-Cahill; or Nixon-Conally
would be more than acceptable to
most conservative-Republicans.
Assuming that Muskie will emerge
· as the Democratic candidate ,
Nixon and any one of the six
above mentioned men could
defeat the Democrats in 1972.
But why Nixon? There are any
number of conservatives who have
voiced disapproval over many of
the Nixon programs, and I would
be the last to enthusiastically
endorse the Nixon administration
thus far. However, while there
might be two or- three prominent
Republicans more desireable none
of them can take the nomination
from Nixon should he want it.

By Dick Gregory
The dossier was on Dick telephone bill and the government
Longtime followers of this Gregory. Mr. Lane said the dossier · won't permit the phone company
·column will remember that I "was so tainted it was unusable. I to shut off my service. And I have
began both years of the new was
amazed.. . .
It
was fun playing games with the tap.
decade by calling attention to the completely subjective, base·d on Sometimes I call up my wife and
the alphabet to her
army's practice of snooping on unsubstantiated information and read
private citizens. In 1970, I unreliable
sources with
no backwards. I can just see those
army computers trying to de-code
reported the then-fresh revelations attempt to be objective."
of Christopher H. Pyle, former
As the subject of such my message. I even put my
captain in Army Intelligence. And subjective information gathering, youngest baby on the line, and
this year I projected a possible may I report to my readers that I the tap thinks I'm sending
similarity
between
America's am used to such attention. I ·was messages in Swahili.
Senator Ervin's hearings raise
army
surveillance
and
the aware of the presence of army
activities preceding the military intelligence agents long before Mr. to the public level the question of
takeover in Greece.
Pyle' s eye-opening account. When who is really responsible for the
So it comes as no surprise to I speak in colleges or at human so-called left wing radical activity
hear the recent testimony in rights and peace rallies, I can spot which provides the propaganda
Senator
Sam
J.
Ervin's them in the audience every time. material for those of a more
subcommittee
hearings
on Wlien you see a person in the conservative orientation. Mr. Lane
Constitutional rights of former audience wearing a beard with the testified concerning a group of
army agent Laurance F. Lane, prive tag hanging from it or a dog I 19 demonstrators outside the
now a legislative aide to Rep. tab tangled up in his love beads, it gates of Fort Carson, some half of
Robert H. Giaimo (D-Conn.). Mr. is a dead give-away. But the real them. army undercover agents.
Lane spoke of one dossier sent · clincher is to look down and Over their heads at least six
hovered
taking
from
Army
Intelligence notice a spit shine on the sandals. helicopters
Headquarters at Fort Holabird ,
Of course being the victim of pictures and gathering aerial
Maryland ,
to
Fort Carson , wire-tapping has its advantages. subjective information. I think I
Colorado , where he served a year I'm one of the few people who can safely say that the left wing
and a half.
can run up a six months'
(Continued on Page 6)

Another reason is that if the
Republicans can put together
another winning ticket for 1972
,
l
It would be very easy to
they can be well on the way to
"'· Why conse-r¥ative-Republicans establishing themselves as the ~dismiss Goose Creek Symphony as
just another band caught up in the
should urge Nixon to select .
dominant political party, thus
country-mania that is currently
another man for the second spot
ending nearly forty years of
ruling the music roost. It's a
is again based on practical reasons.
Democratic hegemony. But this
shame that they run the risk of
Agnew has become far too easily
can only happen if the Republican
being lost in the shuffle, because
identifiable with odd ball far out
Party appears as the middle of the
not only are they capable
ideas and comments. While this is
road party, perhaps with Wallace
musicians but they display a great
largely the work of the news
to its right, and Muskie and any
deal of taste as shown in their first
media , and is largely unfair, the
other fourth party to its left. The
fact remains that in many circles
album, WELCOME TO GOOSE
center
is, after all, where Nixon
the mere mention of the name
CREEK (Capitol st 690).
was in 1968. As for those
Agnew brings on titters and wry
Very seldom to they fall in to
programs being offered by the
remarks from even the most
the current cliche of over-reacting
middle of the road independent. Nixon administration which are
to their c&w tinged music in a
not palitable to conservatives one
Agnew can not possibly reverse
cute manner, and when they do, it
can only guess at the prospects of
this image, and thus will appear in
is easily overlooked when one
a Muskie administration, and what
the 1972 campaign as a babbling
considers the total worth of their
that would mean. The
clown rather than a serious and
material. The band approaches the
conservative should support
intelligent man capable of taking
music with a very refined, almost
Nixon overall, oppose that which
subdued attitude which is totally
over the number one spot if
does not agree with him, but
professional and enjoyable. The
necessary. I personally think this
understand that Bismarck is to be
songs vary from up-tempo stomps
is unfortunate and I would like to preferred to Robespierre.
such as "Welcome To Goose
see Agnew continue on as
Creek" and "I Won't Go Through
Vice-President, but my personal
Nixon can win in I 972, but
That Again ," to the gentle sound
preferences do not alter the
·not
with the Agnew albatross
of "Right Track" and " Finale For
probability tha t his name on the
A Symphony." Theyre capable of
ticket will become a liability. hanging around his neck. After
str o ng rock undertones as
Agnew in 1968 , in my judgement, the election Nixon could bring
displayed in "Uncle Pen" and
was not an asset, but neither was Agnew into the cabinet in
"The Corn Won' t Grow, So Rock
he a hindrance to Nixon. In 1972 payment for his services; or better
and Roll" (which isn' t as bad as it
he would be definitely become a yet Agnew could be put on the
Supreme Court to be a festering
sounds).
burden costing Nixon votes.
sore for liberals to grapple with
The rather unique thing about
Nixon has a number of people for years to come. Agnew , in
Goose Creek Symphony is their
to choose from which could short , is better anywhere else but
sound. Most country groups
benefit the ticket fa r more than on the Republican Party ticket.
hacking around the rock music
scene today use, or rather ,
over-use, the pedal steel guitar.
Everyone from Elton John to
Janis Ian incorporated the
whining sound of steel to boost
Needs: Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art Work /
their background material. Goose
Creek never uses this musical fad
People / Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art Work /
in their compositions. Rather than
People / Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art Work /
accepting the norm, they rely on
Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art Work / People /
an excellent combination of caju•n
fiddle and slide guitar to build up
Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art Work / People /
a strong rhythm. The results are
Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art Work / People /
very palatable.
Poetry·
I would recommend the
carefree ~ound of Goose Creek
Symphony to anyone who is even
remotely interested in country
rock. They are a most needed
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antidote of simplicity to the
currept crop of pseudoartistic
musical dung being propagated by
"country" groups. Talkin' bout
grits with ol' Janis Ian?? God
help us!

* * *
John Stewart once sang with
the Kingston Trio. Today he's
keeping musical company with
James Taylor and Doug Kershaw.
Impressive? Well, folks that ain't
the half of it. Remember the days
when people who were really "in"
used to tell you to "just listen to
the words?" John Stewart. Listen
to the words.
Stewart is an excellent
composer who combines the best
of country music with -some of
the best lyrics to come around in
a long time . I can think of no one
to compare him to , with the
possible exception of Paul Siebel ;
and then the comparison is rather
unlikely since their styles are not
identical. The point is ," that like
Siegel, Stewart is a perceptive ,
unpretentious writer who sees
things the way they are , not the
way they should be. All the joys,
all the sorrows that serve as the
basis for our daily lives are
wrapped up in his songs.
He can sing "I do belive I
would have been a friend of Jesus
in his time." and later vent a
frustrated cry that he needs a
"golden rollin' belly" to lay his
head upon, and not seem a bit
hypocritical. Stewart writes from
the many viewpoints that he
experiences, from the sublime to
the crude.
Musically,

his

album

WILLARD (Capitol st 540) is
very, very tight. Along with the
aforementioned Taylor on guitar
and Kershaw on fiddle, Stewart is
aided by a gaggle of "sidemen"
including Carole King on piano
and Russ Kunkel on drums.

Yet, despite the excellent
instrumentation on the record, I
personally feel that Stewart
reaches the height of effective
poignancy on two cuts which
feature only Stewart, doubling on
guitar and autoharp: "Hero From
The War" and "Great White
Cathedrals."
One of the most striking thing
about this relatively new
composer is his voice, which can
be annoying or touching
depending on your point of view.
The only thing I can compare it to
is a conglomeration of low moans
and Johnny Cash with a head
cold.
All in all, WILLARD is an
extremely strong piece of
workmanship by a composer that
will have to be reckoned with in
the music business, and soon .. .
John Stewart.
* * *
It's not that Plum Nelly is a
bad group , they're not. What they
are , however, are incredibly dull
and unimaginative. Their first
effort , DECEPTIVE LINES (Cap.
st 692), shows them as a group
that combines all the "best"
qualities of such amazing
supergroups as Grand Funk and
Three Dog Night. Rock on.
They cater to songs that are far
too long for them to sustain the
listener's interest. To add to the
calamity, the production job is
total shit. There is no sense of
dynamics to be found on this one.
The drums· ~ound like they were
recorded in -a:closet with the only
audible quafil¥. captured being
cymbol crashes and occasionally
thumps from the bass drum. The
total sound is muddled with
sporadic burst of guitar work.
Background vocals by the
Sweet Inspirations are lost in the
constant drone of music.
·DECEPTIVE LINES i sn ' t
deceptive at all, as a matter of
fact, it is quite obviously laden
with amateurishness.

Seeking R .o ots Or Europe On 60c A Day
by Roberta Solomon

Amsterdam, the capital of the
.Netherlands (there is no such
country as Holland) is another
one of the old world mqdern
cities that are so abundant in
Europe. It is one of the larger
European seaports, and the capital
of European cities as far as
proportion of traveling students in
residence at any one time goes.
There are two official youth
hostels, offering bed . and hot
shower facilities for 2.75 guilders
(about 75c) a night , and a huge
breakfast of as much fresh toast,
ham, cheese and delicious jams for
a guilder more. If these hostels are
full , there are· plentiful student
hotels (COK' s the most popular)
that cost about $3.00 for bed and
breakfast , and the Anne Frank
Student House, also very popular
and located right next to the
Anne Frank House.
.Amsterdam, believe it or not,
has more canals than Venice. The
city, from an aesthetic point of
view, is charming and very quaint.

The canals and all the streets
(most have canals) are clean and
well lit, and walking around at
night is relatively safe. Some of
the streets have split personalities.
One, right near one of the Youth
Hostels, is a regular city street
during the morning and afternoon
hours. Come 7 P.M., and the same
street turns into what is probably
the most charming market of
prostitutes Europe can offer. The
girls vary in age , size and style,
but every type is represented.
Actually, it is a regular taxable
business district. Each whore has
her own little cubicle with a bed,
light and cash register. The sign in
the window says HOOR and there
is a red light right next to it, just
in
case
you
can't
read. ·
Surprisingly, you can observe the
products before your purchase, as
they perch on their window sills
exposing their marketable assets. I
hear that student discounts are
offered to college boys, but that's
only heresay.
For the more romantically

Army Intelligence?
seriously and participated in some
dem o nstrators
have
few demonstrations in 1969 , so the
helicopters at their disposal. So army has to keep an eye on him.
the army was watching the army
Then there's Dr. Benjamin
and reporting back to army Spock , who raised a whole
headquarters. That kind of generation of American kids. Now
"intelligence" goes a long way he's under surveiijanc_e because he
explaining what is going on in doesn't want to see those kids
Southeast Asia.
senselessly killed off.
At a time when the army is
Father Dan and Phil Berrigan
reorienting its public relations have become the prime targets of
efforts, looking forward to the J. Edgar Hoover's wrath. Hoover
possibility of a volunteer force , . claims they huddled in jail and
the old slogan "Uncle Sam Want conceived a brilliant conspiracy to
You" takes on new meaning. He abduct President Nixon's number
wants you so bad he will one advisor. If such a thing could
computerize your every move. happen , it seems to me the prison
Senator Ervin's subcommittee was is what should be under
told that the average American is surveillance. It would seem that
the subject of from IO to 20 prisons are the main threat to
dossiers
con taining
private presidential sec urity , which, of
information. Professor Arthur R. course, is not far from the truth.
Miller of the University of
Whitney Young, executive
Michigan Law School told the director of the National Urban
subcommittee that America was League , has also been kept under
headed
toward
a "dossier . watchful eye. Such surveillance
dictatorship."
must pose rationale problems for
As I have hinted many times citizen watchers. Those who keep
before, it appears that America is the
Black
Panthers
under
headed .toward a more complete surveillance say it is because they
dictatorship than even that are trying to overthrow the
warned by Prof. Miller. The government.
What
is
the
subcommittee hearings clearly · justification then for spying upon
demonstrate that talk of a the man who has long headed the
military takeover in this country number one black organization
is more than the overactive trying to work within the system?
imagination
of
paranoid The National Urban League has a
individuals. If and when such a proud history of job training,
tak·eover happens, Americans will employment seeking, self-help and
have no one to blame but educational programs. Are we
themselves. Americans have sat by being told that upgrading the
and watched and been more _ disadvantage d
is
in deed
concerned about money than they overthrowing the government?
have been about democracy. So it
So the list goes on and the
looks like they will lose their dossiers multiply and the term
democracy. The money is already "private citizenry" fades into
going.
oblivion. East German poet Wolf
Just look at some of the folks Bierman summed it all up in a
who are being kept under poem entitled "Morning Thought
surveillance. Bishop C. Kilmer of General Ky" :
Myers, Episcopal Bishop in A government
California, who began his career in That fears
the priesthood by bringing hope Nothing else
and meaning into the lives of But the people
hundreds of kids in the slums of Can hold out
New York City. That activity is Precisely as long
recorded in his beautiful . book · As the people
Light The Dark Streets, But Fear nothing
Bishop Myers made the mistake of - Else but
taking the Prince of Peace too The government.
(Continued from Page 5)

inclined, a midnight ride down the
canals is beautiful, costs only 85c
and takes over an hour. After the
canal trip, a dinner at one of the
many
Indonesian restaurants
offering rice with many kinds of
sauces as their specialty at very
reasonable prices is nice. For
cheaper meals the Star Cafeteria is
ideal, about 40c for dinner.
For discoteque lovers, the
Paradisio is the spot. If you don't ·
dig the discoteque scene, go to the
Paradisio just to see their sign of
warning: "If you are caught ·
dealing in illegal drugs, you will be
asked to leave the premises."
They offer floor space also,
providing you have a sleeping bag,
for a minimal charge. What you
do with the rest of the evening is
up to you.
Amsterdam in the day is a
different
story.
Traffic
is
unbearable, but trolly cars ease
the pain. You can buy discount
tickets for several rides, saving
about !Sc.
Dam Square, right in the center
of town, is the hang-out.
Thousands of freaks congregate
by
this
WWII
Memorial .
monument, just hanging in,
tripping
out, relaxing
and
sleeping. The cops don' t really
hassle you if you spend the night
there, and no one will bother you.
If you get thirsty in the

rippling canal right outside is
shocking, humbling, and sad. To
test how human you really are be
sure to see it.
A happier trip is to the Flea
Market where you can buy
everything and anything under the
sun, plus test your knack at
bargaining. Bordering the Flea
Market and all over town are the
herring stands, where a variety of
herrings can be sampled, plus the
Dutch snack of french fries with
mayonaise. A tour of a diamond
cutter;s factory is free and
enjoyable, and also located right
near the Flea Market.
If you are still at a loss with
what
to do , the Tourist
Information Center is right
outside the Central Train Station
and they are more than willing to
assist the tourist. · However,
Amsterdam being what it is, I
doubt if you will find a minute to
spare.
Next week ROME.

morning, Heineken breweries
offers a tour for a guilder
donation to UNICEF, giving in return plenty of beer and cheese
snaps. The brewery is located
right near a magnificent park, a
nice place to spend the day with
millions ( or so it seems) of tulips
all over the place.
For the more energetic, you
can make the museum circuit.
Amsterdam offers the best in art
museums - the Reicht, with a
magnificent
collection
of
Renaissance and Rembrants, and
the Municipal Museum of Modern
Art, with a complete collection of
Van Gogh {this collection is
presently
at
the Brooklyn
Museum in Brooklyn).
Anne Frank's house is a solemn
trip. A walk through this war
scarred residence, with the ghosts
of the Frank family lingering,
pictures of the remnants of
Hitler's concentration camps on
the wall, and the contrasting quiet
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(Continued from Page 4)

This campaign has become a
mud-slinging party fo r all person's
concerned. The only people this
Student Org. represents are the
Snack Bar, Sloan Lounge and T.V.
room clientele.
I don't care who is elected, but
I only hope that the victor shall
join with the loser and uphold the
promise of student unity and
reach out to the entire student
body.
Thank - you,
Jean_ne Stevens
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JUST USE OUR BACK ENTRANCE
In The Municipal Parking Lot On Miln Street
And Receive A

FREE COUPON

Thank You
To the Editor:
A successful campaign is the
result of the people who believe in
their candidate. At this time, I
would like to extend my most
sincere thank you to all those who .
helped me throughout this
election. I can only · promise to
maintain your faith in me through
my actions as Vice President.
I do intend to initiate not only
my ideas, but all concrete ideas
concerning studeorganization
expressed by those also involved
in this past election. I do no wish
to be l abeled as "proestablishment" - but rather,
"pro-student." ' That is, all
suggestions from all sources will .
be equally considered no matter
whether they come from
administration of student body.
The most important task is
fulfilling the needs of us, the
students. This will be my main
objective as Vice President of

1101rth a11e11ue. w.

for up to $5.00 off the purchase
of merchandise at the

WILDEST ROUND ROOM FOR GROOVY CLOTHE S FOR ·
GUYS AND FOR GALS WHO DIG GUYS T HREADS.
DIFFERENT COUPONS EVERY WEEK. MAKE THE SCENE
AT OUR BACK ENTRANCE IN THE MUNICIPAL PARKING
LOT ON MILN ST REET, DURING
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. Student Organization. Thank You
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Sheer Rock Coming April :3.

"The audience yells a throaty
response as she winds up tighter
and tighter and tighter. Sqreaming
I WANT TO TAKE YOU
HIGHER she writhes and twists
across the stage, carmel legs
flashing tawny mane flying, a
velvety sheen of perspiration
covering her rippling muscles."
SHE is TINA TURNER, of the
"amalgam of sex and song" the
IKE AND TINA TURNER
REVIEW.
More quotes from the rave
review in September 8, 1970's
LOOK magazine: Tina's "heated
sexual message comes through
undiluted . . . When she's not
singing she's swooping across the
stage in frenetic dances that leave
her wrung out •• ·. ' 'Words
ultimately give way to the sounds
of a woman dissolving in
ecstasy .. ; " ·

Tina puts her own stamp qn
other artist's hit material: the
Beatles' COME TOGETHER,
Mick Jagger's HONKY TONK
WOMAN, Otis Redding's I'VE
BEEN LOVING YOU TOO
WNG. She also dips into her
husband Ike Twner's blues bag,
with songs like TOO MUCH
WOMAN.
TINA, IKE TURNER, AND
THE IKETTES WILL BE GIVING
TWO PERFORMANCES IN THE
. TPA ON SATURDAY, APRIL 3,
AT 7 and 11 pm.
Also on the bill for both shows
will be special guest stars
CACTUS.
Tickets are on sale for $2.00 at
the information and Services
Desk, College· Center. All seats are
reserved.

·11. i ~::i:l ::i.-~~- !' ...
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NOTICE
"The Hairy Ape" is coming
We in education are deeply
concerned abou t those students
who decide, fo r whatever reason ,
to turn to the use of drugs, any
drugs, as the solution to any
problem. It makes little difference
whether the reasons are real or
illusory by our standards. They
motivate behavior. Because of
public sentiment and legal
sanctions we are seldom able to
handle drug problems as we
handle other often more serious

March 18, 19, 20.
One free ticket with I.D .
other Tickets can be purchased.

EDITORIAL BOARD ELECTIO NS

All stud ents are encou raged t o apply for any of t he follow ing positions.
Elections w ill be held T hurs. , 197 1. Deadline for ·applications is Mon., Mar.
29, 197 1. Return applicat ions t o th e Independent Office, Student Cent er.

Choice
2nd

1st

3rd

Editor-in-chief
~r-1

Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Feature Editor
Assistant Feature Editor
Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor

Advertising Manager

SeCletary

WRITING SAMPLE (why you desire the position applied for)

.

Term papers
Unlimited
If you, or a friend, are seeking an abortion, the
Women's Pavilion Inc. can help you.
Call us now (collect, if you wish) and one of our
dedicated staff will answer your questions about
placement In accredited Hospitals and
Clinics in New York City at low cost.
It is advisable to call us as soon as possible after you
learn you are pregnant. In many cases, the cost
can be very low, and you can arriv~ in New York City
in the morning and·be on your way home that evening.
We can also help you with airplane and other
transportation arrangements.

IF YOU NEED SOMEBODY TO TALK TO, CALL US ANYTIME
AT (212) 371-6670 or (212) 759-6810
AVAILABLE? DAYS A WEEK/ STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

WOMEN'S PAYI~ION INC.
515 Madison A~nue

New York, N.Y.10022

2 Sylvan Street
Rutherford, N.J.
Phone 201 933-6117
Professionally Prepared
Term papers

"We Give R esults':
-Scient ific Compu t er Match i ng ·

Meet Your Ideal Mate

A ll Ages -

" It

Entire U .S .A . -

r eally

w or k s,"

Est . 1966

acclaim

th ousands o f our h appi ly t ea m ed
cou ples
Se nd f o r F RE E questionna ire

TEAM Project
1270 Broadway, NYC 10001

problems. We are also dedicated
to teaching, by example as well as
percept, respect for the law of the
land and , if the law is not a just
one, to work to change it. This is
getting to be a more and more
difficult proposition to sell as our
young people see t h e
recommendations of individuals
and groups whom they respect
apparen t ly ignore d . Many
members of the medical, scientific
and educational community who
have worked most closely with
the area of drugs and drug use or
abuse are clearly on record as
opposing criminal penalties for
the possession of"controlled drugs.
Despite this, we seem t o be
ignoring ex pert advice and past
fa ilures and to be compounding
bad laws with bad laws, if one
concedes that an unenforceable
law is a bad law.
One constructive thing I can
add is a reference to one example
of how we might deal with this
problem if it were not for the
legal restraints. A program is now
underway at the University of
Verm o nt where a team of
educators , co un selors and
psychiatrists is worki n g
inte n sively
with
a
student-initiated group who feel
that their drug use is a problem.
This program is possible only
because the cooperation of local,
state and fe deral authorities not
to interfere was sought and given.
The students could be assured
that they would not be open to
prosecution by ide n tifying
themselves th rough seeking help .

will penalize a studen t fo r the rest
of his life and hinder rather than
promote growth. Conviction on a
felon y charge, whether or not a
prison sentence or fine is invovled,
may mean loss for life of many
opportunities for employment,
en trance into professions and
right of passport, of foreign travel,
of military service, of right to
vote. A person convicted on a
drug felony count, i .e., possession,
selling or giving marihuana, in
some states may be required to
register as an addict with the
police each time he moves to a
new city. Such penalties would
certainly seem to be based on
completely outmoded concepts of
drug, drug use, drug sale , and the
punishment would hardly seem to
fit the crime.
The great majority of students,
teachers and administrators find
many widely used enforcement
techniques both repulsive and
disruptive. Undercover agents,
informers, invasion of privacy,
tapped telephones are an anomaly
in a situation where we are
desperately trying to substitu te
inner controls for outside control,
to foster individual and group
res p o n sibility , · to encourage
matu re behavior by expecting
mature behavior.
I know of no systematic
attempt which has been made to
evaluate t he objections which
students and administrators make
to law enforcemen t methods. One
tends to learn about only the
unusu~ failu res and not the
modest successes. Commitment to
Most people d o not understand enforcement vs. commitmen t to
that those of us most intimately edu cat i o n r ep r ese n ts a
involved with college students co n fro n tation between two
assume that their years in college d iffe rent p hilosop hies, two
will, or should , be one continuous differen t types of training and
learning and growing experience. experience , and fairly basic
Particularly in the largely differences in social values. I have
residential colleges we try to known of some instances where ,
arrange a gradually increasing over a pe riod of time, a
freedom with corresponding considerable amount of mutual
increasing responsibility at the understanding and cooperation
same time that we establish limits has developed , but this tends to
which are designed both to be more a function of persons
protect from serious mistakes and rather than programs.
The only suggestion which I
leave room fo r growth. We expect
some mistakes. They are part of would have for long term effective
learning . We ex pect to use those drug control js a massive public
mistakes as the b'<!sis fo r increased e ducation program concerned
growth and understanding. In the with the total spectrum of
a rea of drug use , at least c hemi ca l s w hich affect the
theoretically, we are not allowed structure and function of the
this opportunity. lf we do no t liv ing o r ganism . Both the
accept the punitive approach to scien ti fic wo rld an d the
control of behavior, we are government have a trem endous
accused of flaunting the law or responsibility to provide the
encouraging the very behavior publfc with enough informa tion
which we are struggling to abou t this increasingly complex
control. Since by ou r standards area so that the layman can make
sanctions with such far -reaching informed personal and social
implications for college students d eci sio n s . Since almost all
a re n e ith e r ed u cat iv e nor definitions of any kind of abuse
constructive nor constructive nor are ·basically value decisions, there
in the best interest of society we. is h ttle c ha nce ·t h a t our
find ourselves in a diffic ult increa&ngly pluralistic society will
p o sition . We d o punish , agree on any regulations which
some time s se ve rely , when involve so private a matter as what
punishment seem s to be the best one does to one's body . Because
way to help a student face reality of the tremendous increase in the
and accept the consequences of_ availability of a wide variety of
his own behavior. We do suspend d rugs, a badly over-worked
or expell students. Except where medical profession, modern
harm to others or no evidence of promotio n of w ell-packaged
any learning is involved , we tend products, the concep t of "wond er
(Continued on Page 10)
to avoid punitive action which

'
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In Search Of Culture
by Suzanne St. Pierre
·,continued from Page

drugs" and all that has followed
it, the inability of all segments of
society to strike a moving balance
between the new and the old, the
great variety of interest groups
which converge on the area of
drugs, both medical and
non-medical, I feel that our only
hope is to begin to develop at an
early age a healthy respect for the
human body and· brain, an
understanding of the way in
which all drugs interact with this
system, and to look to the reasons
why so many people are so
susceptible to advertisements and
testimonials for chemical
solutions to problems. It should
be amply .evident .that criminal
sanctions aimed at use are
doomed to failure . Certianly the
public has every right to expect
that the government will give
them accurate scientific
information on which to base
their decision to use or not to use
a drug which is widely available.
. It would seem reasonable that
any legislation should concern
itself with the manufacture,
distribution and advertising of
drugs, both to the public and to
the medical· profession. Perhaps
the mere fact that one has a
medical degree of uncertain age
may not be an adequate basis for
the right to prescribe all of the
great variety of highly
sophisticated and relatively new
drugs that are appearing so
rapidly. There is real basis for
questioning whether we as a
society can adequately handle the
great flood of drugs now being
produced.
I feel that the Drug Abuse
Control Admendments
represented a real step forward in
their emphasis on the control of
manufacture and distribution and
their provision for a conbined
enforcement, education and
research bureau. On the basis of
those Amendments and its
thriving infancy, the Bureau
should continue to grow in
strength and effectiveness. I feel
very strongly the basic drug
problem at the user level is a
health and education problem and
not primarily one of law
enforcement. To put criminal
sanctions on the user in order to
obviate the necessity for proving
intent to sell and to force
cooperation with the police is a
serious infringement on the rights
of the individual. It is a police
power which can be used to
persecute, to gain vengeance , to
gain political advantage, to silence
opposition. The claim that
criminal sanctions are a deterrent
encounters much contrary
evidence, as in the current
increase in marihuana use.
Marihuana arrests in California
alone were 16,000 in the first six
months of 1967, compared to
7,500 in the same period in 1966.
The large majority of these arrests
were for possession. '
It must be obvious that I
recommend drastic changes in the
laws pertaining to marihuana. I
feel strongly that all criminal
sanctions for possession should be
removed. The assumptions on
which the laws were based have
one by one been proved incorrect.
They are not enforceable in the

All those who have suffered
any large portion of
through Introduction to Art will
users can be arrested. There is
probably understand why l am
little worse than a bad law which
suggesting that the course be
is widely ignored. I would think
retitled , "Adventures in Art." If
that our enforcement agencies and
playing with paints and paste
our courts have far more
weren't enough fun , you also get
important concerns than
to play "Find the Museum." On
marihuana. I am, however against
three different occasions in just
legalizing marihuana at this time,
one semester, art students get to
and endorse heartily the
forge their way over hill and dale
re co mmendation of the
in search of truth and beauty ,
President's Commission of Crime
searching undaunted, unhindered
and the Administration of Justice
by obstacles, for that old wiry
that the government , support,
devil - CULTURE himself (last
stimulate, and, if necessary do,
seen somewhere around 82nd and
the research that is long overdue.
Fifth Avenue). Needless to say,
Your final question about a
the job is not an easy one, but it
growing tolerance and acceptance
can be done with just a little
of drug use takes .me back to my
concentrated effort, a few bucks
initial statement about the need
and courage.
to define drug and drug use. If by
Anyway , on the morning of
drug 'is meant the total spectrum
Tuesday, March 2, at the
of drugs, my answer would be
abominable hour of 9:00 a.m. ,
clearly yes. There is a growing
armed with a sandwich and $1, I
tolerance and acceptance . And it
met my loyal pal, Jan, right here
is this apparent acceptance of,
in the Indy office. Luckily she
even dependence on, the false· was armed with $6 and an apple,
belief that life can and should be
and it wasn't raining, so we were
freed of all pain, tension,
off in a matter of moments.
irritation , unhappiness through
First we caught the no. 6 bus
the use both of drugs and of to Elizabeth , which passd the
chemical substances we prefer not
train station and kept on going
to call drugs, which worries me far
while we panicked. We got off on
more than the current use of the next possible block and
marihuana by college stud en ts.
walked back towards the railroad
Ours is a drug culture and
tracks (logically assuming the
piecemeal attempts to control this
train station would be somewhere
or that drug do not get at the
around there), while Janet
basic problems. And indeed there
muttered, "How could anybody
are many other problems lurking ·
lose a train station?" Finally,
in the drug problem which will
reaching the ticket booth, we
almost surely raise their heads to
calmly bought tickets and were
plague us in the future . If for the
told our train was leaving in one
present we can avoid making the
minute,
so we scrambled up the
same mistakes we have made in
stairs and onto the train in the
the past we inay be able to face
nick of time.
them with less emotion and more
About a half hour later, we
reason .
reached Penn station, feeling
pretty confident. After all, the
To the Editor:
Steve Band is a sophomore · battle was half over .. . there was
only a subway ride and a short
running for President of the Class
walk until we were at the
of 1973. Since Steve arrived on
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
campus last year he has shown his
desire and enthusiasm to improve
However, there was a slight
this campus and his class by
confusion
about which train to
serving in the following capacities:
take.
We
checked
a map, but we
Council for two years, Finance
couldn't seem to find the museum
Board, Governor' s Advisory
Committee, Election Committee,
Orientation Program Committee,
and S.C.A.T.E. He is now seeking
the office which requires the
ability to lead , to initiate policy,
(212) 271-4401
and to promote the interests of an
We believe that if you think you are
entire class.
pregnant, you should be able to find
out what to do.
From working with Steve in
We believe that if you have conthe past two years I have seen that
firmed your pregnancy , you should
be able to call someone to help you
he possesses the qualities which
decide what to do.
would make him an effective,
We believe that if you want an aborunbiased , and well respected Class
tion , only the most qualified board
approved gy necolog ists sh ould perPresident. Steve has mentioned to
form it.
me that he would like to see the
We bel ieve that you should have the
Class of 1973 take an active roll in
right to decide whether your abortion will be performed in a hospital
the entire political process of
or outpatient facility .
Newark State. While the social
We believe that in all cases , the ·
facility used should be perfectl y
activities of the are important, he
equipped and staffed .
feels that the Class President
We believe that you should undershould serve as a political leader as
stand exactly what an abortion procedure is .
well as a social chairman.
We believe that transportation arSteve pledges that he will
rangements to New York should 'be
consider all views and all interests
made for you, as well as accommodations if they are needed.
and promise to create an
We believe that all of these thing s
atmosphere of cooperation within
should be done at the lowest posthe class.
sible cosno you.
We believe you feel the same way .
For these reasons I strongly
We know we can help you , even if
support Steve Band for the
it's just to talk to someone.
Presidency of the Class of 1973
and urge you to do the same.
Medref Inc.
Respectfully,
58-03 Calloway Street
Rego Park, New York 11368
Wanda Kolodziej
(212) 271-4401
Ass't Treas. St u. Org.

Abortion
Information

.IYI!"""
.a..

and besides, we weren't too sure
about the address anyway. So we
got on an uptown express and
rode until 96th street. (We had
planned on getting off around
80th, but the train didn't have the
same idea). Immediately after
leaving one train, we boarded one
waiting directly to the right,
hoping to go back around ten
blocks . . . ' BUT we were
unfortunately still going uptown
and the next stop was 103 rd
street.

only to eat sandwiches, and on
and on and on.
Finally we saw it - the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
glistening in the sun. The building
itself is awesome enough
(especially on that kind of day).

Inside we paid $.SO each
admission. (You don't have to pay
that much, but you have to pay
something and you feel like a
cheapskate no matter what you
pay). We dragged ourselves around
for .a couple hours, truly
Now feeling really discouraged, enjoying the exhibits, but slightly
we asked a cop for directions. He distracted by aching feet and the
said to go back to Times Square , prospect of finding our way home
follow the blue signs saying "To again.
Flushing," and take the uptown
The return trip was somewhat
Lexington train ( or was it
Lenox?). Anyway, it sounded Jess frustrating since, at this point,
good and we followed the blue we didn't particularly care where
sign (which seemed to lead us we wound up . We got Jost in the
down one set of steps and up park and watched some people
another back to almost where we making a movie. (Who knows?
started), but nothing with Maybe I'll see myself on the silver
LEXINGTON or LENOX on the screen in a few months .. ; from
side came by, so we got on a train virtual obscurity to stardom!) We
saw a fire and a woman screaming
that said BROADWAY.
from a smoke-filled window while
This time we reached 82nd people watched and gasped. We
street, but 82nd and Broadway saw the half-finished special
isn't too close to 82nd and 5._th. dinosaur wing being added to the
As a matter of fact, Central Park Museum of Natural History and
lies between them. At this point, I some kids playing in school yards.
suggested forgetting the whole An old woman watched us from a
idea and trying again in around I 0 window and a drunk staggered by
years, but Janet was determined singing his lungs out.
to find truth and beauty no
matter what the personal cost,
It was an unusually stimulating
and besides, she had only 24 day , certainly not dull and culture
hours to come up with a critique. was absorbed, though not
I Hke parks, so we forged on ... necessarily from the museum.
and on . . . and on . . . stopping There's alot more to it than that.

Coming Soon!

The
Rennaissance
Of Radio
The People
Of WNSC
Free-Flow Radio
Announce The
Rebirth~;_Of
Radio
Newark State
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Introducing The Paul Taylor Dance Co.
Paul Taylor , probably the only
social philosopher in the field of
dance, will be appearing in a
three-phased program on campus

as the highpoint of the College
Center Board Dance Committee's
Spring Program.
The first phase will be a film

on Paul Taylor's work, that will
be shown on Tuesday, March 23,
at I :40 p.m. (free hour) in the
Little Theater.

Rock Musical Debuts

"Your Own Thing," College
Center Board Drama presentation
slated for Friday evening April
2nd, at 8:30 p.m., is the first
off-Broadway musical ever to have
won the New York Drama Critics'
Circle Award as the best musical
of its season. In addition, the
musical also won the Outer
Critics' Award in the spring of
1968, and was one of the season's
Ten Best Plays in the annual book
of that name, and Donald Driver,
author of the libretto and director
of the show, won the Drama
Desk-Vernon Rice Award for
"Outstanding Achievement in the
Theatre."
Clive Barnes, N.Y. Times, said
"Your Own Thing" is cheerful,
joyful, and blissfully irreverent to
Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night,"
the creators clearly have no
Shakes·peare hang-up. Malvolio,
Toby and all the rest of that gang
have gone so that only the lovers
are left. Of these Orsino (Orson)
here runs a rock group and Olivia
owns a discotheque. One of the
members of the rock group, the
Apocalypse, has been drafted , so
Viola , shipwrecked in Illyria (a
place that John Lindsay for
mayor and looks like New York)
fills in for the draftee. Sebastian ,
Viola's twin brother, also saved
frm the shipwreck, turns up and ,
with the proper Shakespeare
complications, and then some,
falls in love with Olivia.
The humor of the show is
light-fingered and lighthearted and
its vitality and charm are terrific.
The music is always engaging.
People who like "The Sound of
Music" rather than the current
sound of music do not have to
stay away - indeed one number is
taken from Beethoven's
"Moonlight Sonata" and even the
pop group on occasion plays
Corelli on kazoos.
Perhaps the show's happiest

Paul Taylor will personally
conduct a dance workshop on
Monday March 29 , at 6: 30 p.m. in
the gym. This lecture
demonstration will be open to all
interested members of the college
community.

Hadyn music, one of Taylor' s
triumphantly unorthodox ,
classically slanted works.
This will be followed by Big
Bertha, a bank machine, one of
those giant fairground monsters you put a nickel in the slot and
the whole machine would grind
The program will culminate into action. All the animated
with a major performance. by the figures , clashing cymbals and
Paul Taylor Dance Company on banging drums are woven by
Thursday evening, April], at 7:30 Taylor into a macabre and
p.m. iri the TP A.
spine-tingling piece of
Tickets for this show are $.50 choreography.
The program will conclude
for NSC students, $1.00 for
with
Public Domain - Taylor's
others, and are currently on sale
at the Information and Services controversial, extroverted spoof
Desk, College Center. Admittance danced to snippets of Renaissance
to the film and the workshop will and Baroque music, Sousa
marches and "Madame Butterfly."
be free of charge.
The Paul Taylor imagination,
as viewed through his dance
company, is a delicious
stream-of-consciousness creature.
There's the twisted wrist of
comedy in · its tragedy, and a
classic foundation of sobriety to
its comedy.

The Taylor Dance Company
program on Thursday evening,
April I, will include their number
entitled Lento, a piece set to

ABORTION

can be less costly than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to
12 weeks can be terminated for

$175.00
including doctors fees, laboratory tests, all medication &
referral fee . Hospital and Hos•
pital affiliated clinics only. Safe,
Confidential, Immediate.
call

(212) 838-0710
24 hours - 7 days
Woman's Aid & Guidance Group
40 E. 54th St., N.Y., N .Y . 10022

TOWNLEY NORTH ESSO

9

965 -2050

All Major & Minor Repairs -

353-9269
Road Service

10% Discount on Repairs for NSC Students

HO NORTH AVE.

UNION, NEW JERSEY

characteristic is its freshness and
unexpe c tedness. Where , for
example, in "Twelfth Night"
would you find Orsen so
disturbed by his feelings for Viola,
whom he thinks to be a boy , that
he starts searching in psychology
books for information on latent
homosexuality? Where would you
get Olivia musing on the wisdom
of falling in love with a boy ten
years younger than herself?
John Wilson (Jazz music critic,
writing about the record album)
N.Y. Times, by any standard,
"Your Own Thing" is the best

musical in town. "Your Own
Thing" had the wise audacity to
throw most of its book ( or its
source, "Twelfth Night") out of
the window and resort to
imagination in the conception
direction and production and it
has a score that not only fits the
circumstances of the plot and
setting, but reflects the directional
momentum of current popular
music.
Tickets for the rock musical
are $ .50 for students, $ 1.00 for
others.

GARRY NEWBORN
PROP.

DANA REVIEW
Needs:
People
People
Poetry
Poetry
Poetry
Poetry

Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art Work /
/ Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art Work /
/ Poetry / Photography / Prose / Art-Wor-k /
/ Photography / Prose / Art Work / People /
/ Photography / Prose / Art Work / People /
/ Photography / Prose / Art Work / People /

Deadline: April 2nd
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Class
Officers'
Letters
Of
Support
Oass of '72
To the Editor:
For the position of President
of the Senior Class, there is one
ca ndidate wh o must be
acknowledged. That individual is
J . Alan McGarry .
As Senior Class President, I
have worked with Alan on the
Executive Board. His performance
and determination to the welfare
of the Junior Class can not be
refuted . Alan is one of the most
dedicated public servants in
Student Organization . He has
alw a ys been objective in
representing students rights, and
has a most admirable record as the
parking appeals chairman. He is
the most politically experienced
c andidate , and his Student
Council record speaks for itself. I
urge the Junior Class to seriously
co nsider all candidates but to
weigh experience and dedication
to the job as the most important
deciding factor . From my
association with Alan, I have no
alternative then to support him
for President of the Senior Class.
Sincerely,
Tom Lindia
Senior Class President
and
Diane Broogos
Assistant Secretary
To the Editor :
It is our belief that the Class of
1972 is in need of new leadership.
The presidency is an important
post_an~--~~~'!}.res a ca1m§1~ person
to tulfi'ii the many responsibilities
that it entails.
We need a new executive who
can get things done for the class.
Having served on Council with
Jim Mason , we have seen his work
and we are convinced of his
.ability to perform capably in the
office of Class President. We
support Jim Mason and urge you
to vote for him for President of
the Class of 1972.
Sincerely yours,
Gary De Carolis
Councilman '72
James Harrison '72
Joseph P. Zagorski
Mark Moczulski
To the Editor:
We the undersigned fully
support the candidacy of Jerry
Barron for the office of Vice
President, Class of ' 72 .
Representing the concerns of all
students, the leadership potential
of Jerry Barron will be
instrumental in promoting the
best interests of the Class of '72 as
well as initiating a direct line of
communication from constituent
to class office. Active membership
on class congress, Constitution
and By Laws Committee,
Reapportionment Committee and
Orientation Committee illustrates
the consistent record of
achievement , dedication, and
commitment to his fellow
students. Is this dedication and
commitment, Mr. Barron will
carry to the vice presidency
opening that office to the full and
complete access of all class
members.
Therefore, we strongly urge
you to place your confidence in a
proven worker and vote for Jerry
Barron for Vice President , Class of

'72 .

To the Editor:
Realizing the importance and
responsibilities tied to the job of
the vice presidency I feel Jerry
Barron is by far the best qualified.
Among Jerry's numerous
achievements are Constitution and
By-Laws committee member, class
congress re Pres en t a t 1· ve ,
orientation committee member,
and re-appointment committee
member. Although Jerry has
· 1ve d hi mse If m
· th es e ac t1·vi·t1·es
mvo
there is one characteristic he has ·
portrayed outside of committee
work. Since I have become a
councilman I have noticed the
only student, who is not a council
member, to attend our meetings
regularly has been Jerry Barron .
Not only has he attended bu t he
has brought for.th many
innovative on how to improve our
campus. With this background in
mind I wholeheartedly ask the
class of 72 to vote for JERRY
BARRON for vice president.
Gary De Carolis
'
Councilman 72
To the Editor:
Looking backwards over the
last three years, I realized that the
office of Treasurer of my class has
been a very simple position. It has
been monopolized by one
individual , for this entire period.
To my knowledge , never was
there anything initiated by the
treasurer that would enable the
class to reap some extra benefits
from Stud,e.nt Organization's
funds.
This year I've . found that
someone new is running for the
office of class treasurer, an
individual who is of the highest
integrity and diligence , he is,
Larry Wlazlo. With his-experience
as Vice-President of the judo club ,
and a member of the Security
Committee, he has demonstrated
his ability in school affairs.
l am quite confident that Larry
will work hard and be responsive
to the needs and desires of the
Class. Also, he will take the
initiative to convince the
Financial Board of Student
Organization to allow our class to
"get its money's worth." So
remember on election day, vote
for someone who will work for
you , vote for Larry Wlazlo!
Sincerely,
Joseph Zagorski
Council '72
To the Editor:
As is obvious to everyone , the
position of Class Treasurer is an
important and sensitive position.
It requires a person of ability.
Having observed the field of
candidates, we have come t~ the
conclusion that Larry Wlazlo is
the most qualified person for the
position.
Therefore, we urge you to
extend to him your support.
Mark V. Moczulski
Council Class of '72
Steve Wance
Council Class of '72

To the Editor:
Fully aware of the importance
of the office of class treasurer, I
fully support the candidacy of
Larry Wlazlo for treasurer of the
class of 1972.
I know Larry and am
convinced of his ability. His
Thahk you, election would be an asset to the
Barbara Hayes class. Larry would be an effective
Carol Ann Copertino link between class government
Steve Wance and Student Organization.

Therefore urge all members of
the class of l 972 to vote for Larry
Wlazlo for treasurer on next
Thursday , March 25.
Sincerely yours,
JayPapanestor

Oass Of '73

To the Editor:
As the time of your class
officer elections draws near , I feel
that it is my duty to inform yo u
of a candida te whom I feel is most
qu alifi e d to serve as your
president. This candidate is Stan
Vitale. In previous experiences
with Stan , he has shown me the
leadership qualities, fo resight, and
imagination ·to be a most
successful class president. These
qualities plus his concern for the
student body at Newark State, is
in my opinion , a most effective
combination to make your Junior
year at Newark Sta te a dynamic
and exciting one.
This is why I urge you, the
members of the class of 73 , to
cast your vote for Stan Vitale as
president , Thursday , March 25 .
Thank you,
Michael Splendorio
To the Editor ,
Upon viewing the choices of
candidates for the presidency of
the class of ' 73 , I feel that the
only choice is Steve Band.
Through Steve' s experience on
council, finance board , and
various committees of St udent
Org. he has shown himself to be
an outstanding individual.
As the present president of the
class of '73, I feel that the class
needs and should have a person
with high leadership ability.
I therefore urge you to vote for
STEVE BAND for PRESIDENT
of the CLASS of 1973 .
Sincerely yours,
Bob Powers
President , Class of '73
Vice President elect
of Student Org.
To the Editor;
I am writing this letter in
support of Steve Band for
President , Class of 1973 . For
Student Organization to continue
in a progressive direction , the
President must have
posi live -thinking people to
support his policies.
One such individual is Mr.
Band . I have known the said
candidate for two years and have
witnessed his actions as a
responsible council member.
He has always acted in a
capable manner, and has displayed
a visible quality of leadership.
Taking the above into
consideration, I urge you to vote
Steve Band for President of the
Class of 1973.
Respectfully ,
David S. Lichenstein
President of Stud. Org.
Tom Lindia
President, Senior Class

experiences with Mike he has
shown me exceptional leadership
q uali tie s which would give
purpose and unity to your class,
and fresh ideas which would result
in more dynamic class functions.
These results could only benefit
you , the class of 1973. This is
why I urge you to cast your ballot
for Mike Schiavo on March 18.
Thank you ,
Mike Splendorio
Student Council Representative
To the Editor
I am asking for your support in
our executive board elections, for
Michael Schiavo, candidate for the
office of Vice-President. Although
Michael has not been involved in
the politics of Newark State
before, I am con(ident he will be
an effective officer. Michael has
fresh ideas and Newark State
before , I am confident he will be
an effective officer. Perhaps the
other candidates could list many
other activities, but they would
not be working solely for your
interest. Michael is willing and
able to work for you. A lack of
so-called "experience" should not
hinder your voting. What should
be the factor is the willingness and
sincerity of the candidate.
Sincerely,
Diane Broogos
Assistant Secretary
Student Organization
To the Editor:
W~' the' gract~ating -ggbiortof
Newark State College have heard
the same old campaign slogans for
four years all of which have won
elections but failed to produce
capable class leaders. As it stands
now those people elected tq class
offices have formulated one basic
policy, fun, fun , fun. When it
comes down to the real issue of
representing those people who
elected them they fail. If you as a
voting sophomore open your eyes
and look closely you will see a
group of people intent upon
propagating their own little social
club and once again failing their
constitutients.
We have never written letters
for any candidate but feel so
strongly about one person who
will be able to change this
situation and be a leader and
servant for his class and not a king
on a throne. This person is Ralph
Barone.
We
wholeheartedly
endorse him for Treasurer of the
Class of 73. Get involved once
more in school politics. This is a
person who will help you.
Sincerely,
Pete Crutzberger
Bill Rutherford
Gene Efthemiss
Dan McM ullin

To the Editor:
Concerning the class of 1973, I
would like to express my support
and best wishes to Ralph Barone
for treasurer of the l 97 3 class.
(Printer's note: Due to an overlooking,
I have known Ralph Barone for
confer page 10 for another letter.)
two years now. In those two
years, I have become cognitive to
To the Editor:
the fact that he is a responsible
and
trustworthy individual.
On March 25 , you will be
Ralph is seeking the office of
voting for the people who will
serve as your class officers during class treasurer and the class of
your Junior year. One candidate 1973 needs an intelligent person
has been brought to my attention to fulfill the requirements of such
who I feel stands out above the a position.
I am supporting Ralph Barone
rest. His name is Mike Schiavo. In
recent conversations and for class treasurer and I sincerely

hope you will do the same on
March 25th.
Tharik you for your time and
consideration.
Gary Stuchak,
class of 73
To the Editor:
As treasurer of our class I have
been close t9 the many candidates
who are running for the various
offices on our Executive Board.
Of all the candidates the one who
stands out in my mind is Ralph
Barone, candidate for treasurer,
class of 73.
I have begun to work with
Ralph in order to inform him of
all the duties that will be required
of him as treasurer. Qualities he
has shown me (he is hard working,
intelligent, and most all, he is
honest) have given me the utmost
confidence, that he is the most
qualified of the candidates seeking
this position. ·
For these reasons, I urge all
voting members of the class of
1973 to vote for Ralph Barone on
March 25 , I 971.
Sincerely,
Denise Drozdoski
Treasurer, class of 1973
from 69-70, 70-71
To the Editor:
We, the undersigned, are in
complete support of Debbie
Chiginsky, Candidate for the
office of Recording Secretary of
the Class of 1973. Debbie has
proven herself capable of holding
this office. She has served her
class as a council member (in her
freshman year and also as
Corresponding Secretary this past
year. There is no doubt in our
mind~ that"Debbie will serve the
Junior Class with the willingness
and effectiveness she has shown in
the past.
Last year , while serving on
Council, she still found time to
work closely with her class
officers by attending Congress
meeting, working on the Carnival
booth, helping with the Charity
Drive
and
various
other
committees her class sponsored.
As we have said before , her
qualifications have proven her
capable of the office for which
she is running, but more
important her sincere interest in
her class should be a decisive
factor in your electing Debbie
Chiginsky to the office of
Recording Secretary of the Class
of 1973.
Diane Broogos
Assistant Secretary
Student Organization
Pat Varga
Congress ' 73
Gary Barat
Congress '73
Robert Strusick
Congress '73

Class Of '74
To the Editor:
The Presidency of the class
needs someone who is willing and
qualified for the work involved in
this position. Joe Butler has been
a member of council as a
representative of your class. He
has also served on the orientation
committ~e. and as a tutor for
S.C.A.T.E- ~Perhaps above and
beyond theabove qualifications is
his willingness to take on the
responsibilities involved in the
position. He has stated that he
will not make- statements of
promise that he will not keep but
he will work to his capacity to
help make the class of '74 a
united one. For these reasons we
(Continued on Page 13)
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Candidates' Statements Of Intent
Class of '72
For Pres.
Statement of Intent
As many of you may
remember from my statement of
intent last year , I stated that it
was time that the president of the
class ceased to be an elected social
chairman and began to take on
the responsibilities that he was
elected to assume.
During my year in office, I
have striven to make this become
a reality. I have delegated much of
the social concerns to responsible
people within our class and have
taken the administrator's
responsibilities of overseeing these
projects.
My greatest efforts however ,
have been directed toward the
total collegiate environment of
the students of Newark State
College. It is important that one
realize that the president of the
class automatically becomes a
member of the Executive Board
of Student Organization and
Council.
Throughout this year I have
served o_n the Orientation
committee, college conference,
President's inaugural, and Election
committee to my duties in the
class and in Student Org. I have
also served two years as Chairman
of the All College Parking Appeals
Board .
I have demanded and received
compliance from all facets of the
college community to accept the
same obligations in terms of
parking offenses as the students
are obliged to accept. I have also
investigated problems concerning
health and medical care that the
dorm students receive and have
been involved in the formulating
of several proposals designed to
correct and improve the situation.

In closing I would state that
the pledge I made to take a more
active concern in ove rall student
affairs, rather than directing my
main efforts toward social affairs ,
has been kept , and I ask you to
support me in my bid for
re-election .
Respectfully submitted ,
J. Alan Mc Garry

Jim Mason

Statement of Intent
I am running for the
Presidency of the Class of 197'2
because of a feeling of profound
disgust towards . the current
administration.
, Our class structure is falling
apart at the seams - the class
congress hasn't met in so long that
some members have forgotten
who the officers are .
We have a constitution - let's
abide by it. The constitution
provides for a democratic form of
government, with representatives
of the class meeting with some
regularity for free exchange of
ideas and · open debate. This
system has been perverted into a
rule by executive manifesto and
personal fancy with no convenient
recourse in case of disagreement.

will bring us together and lead our
The congress representatives were
class to its entitled harmony.
elected to do a job. Let them do
Sincerely,
it.
Danny Pocus
The class president also
represents the class as a whole on
the Executive Board and the
Student Council. Here major
decisions of policy are made.
What kind of person do you want
here? There is a difference
between us. The incumbent , who
opposes me , freely admits to a
deep admiration for one Spiro T.
Agnew. 1f you have deep
admiration for Mr. Agnew, well ,
then I guess he' s your man . If you
disagree with this mentality, I
urge you to vote for me for
President.
In closing, let me mention my
qualifications for those who want
Danny Pocus
to know. I am presently a member
of the Student Council, have gained valuable experience in
Co-chairman of the Blood Bank, ~ working with many students in
member of ·a three man tl1e athletic department. I have
committee which recently also in the past three years been
Jerry Barron
re-wrote the Student Org. able to visit other schools where I
Statement of Intent
Constitution. In the past I have had the opportunity of briefly
My reason for seeking the
being
exposed
to
their
systems.
previously served on the
office
of Vice-President '72 is to
I
have
followed
the
political
Orientation Committee, Election
make
it
productive. I wonder how
course
of
our
class
very
intently,
Committee, and Curriculum
Committee, of which I was and have been able to compare many juniors could name the
through my experience the current Vice-President of the class
chairman briefly.
'inadequacies
that point to a need of '72? They probably cannot
I am not making any promises
for
change.
Communications is because nothing · has been
I can't keep, so let me only say
that I will always be honest and the key word in my campaign. I accomplished since the person was
open with the class, frequently will make it a point to be aware of elected to office last year.
I can promise that if I am
consult with your representatives, individuals needs. There is also a
and always be open 'to suggestions" feeling of apathy among the elected I will not disappear . and
or criticisms or to help in any way presenf juniors. I feel that this ·pop-up again at election time. The
kind of attitude will hurt futur.e office will be productive and
I can.
James M. Mason seniors who will look back on this along with the president will make
year as their most memorable. J the senior class active not stagnant
ask for your full support in this like most classes turn out.
Since freshman year I have
serious endeavor to forestall this
Statement of Intent
omen of disaster. It is not too late been concerned with what was
My name is Danny Pocus and I for us to really come together, but happening on campus. Through
am running for president of the a change must occur in order for work on committees as
class of '72. You have probably us to be successful. Only together R e-Appointionment and
seen my name in the Independent can we develop the full potential Orientation I have come to realize
under the sport's column. I am of our class. I know I am capable . what is needed to help benefit the
presently captain of the basketball of fulfilling the requirements for students of the class and the
team. Through my participation president of the class of 1972. college. I also helped to form,
in sports over the past years, I With your help and confidence, I
(Continued on Page 14)

More Letters Of Candidate Support_
(Continued from Page 12)

the undersigned · support Joe
Butler for the president of the
class of 1974.
Jay Papanestor
Congress '7 4
Asst. Treas. elect.
Robert Garguilo
Congress '7 4
Maureen Vinciquerra
Congress '7 4
To the Editor:
As individuals involved in
Student Org. we firmly support
the candidacy of ED MULKEEN
for the presidency of the class of
'74. Ed has served on Council this
year and because of his interest in
student · affairs and his leadership
ability, he has been appointed
chairman of the Student Life
Committee. In our opinion Ed is
the candidate most interested in
the students of Newark State
Co 11 ege and through his
experience very well suited for the
task of President.
Sincerely,
Tony Levi, Tom Lindia, Al
McGarry, Marc Sonnenthal,
Annette Prince, Herb Yardly, Jim
Elam

The upcoming freshman class
elections present each freshman
class member with a choice. All of
the cai:ididates for the
vice-presidency have shown a
strong desire to become involved
in student government.
My decision to support Kathi
Brown is based on the fact that
Kathi has more than just the
desire to become involved. She is
involved! An extensive
background in high school po!Hics
and the fact that she is presently
serving as secretary ot the
freshman class, all qualify her for
the job of vice president. However
her qualifications go beyond that.
Many people think that the
vice presidency is merely a puppet
position. The vice president works
in the shadow of the president,
does the jobs the president
relegates to him ( or her) and
generally gets the drudgery and
busy work which the president
has no time for.
I contend that the right
candidate with enough drive and
determination, the right
qualification, fresh innovative .
ideas, and the courage of her

convictions, can make the office
an influential and significant part
of the school government at NSC'.
Kathi Brown is this candidate!
Annette Prince
Council, Class
of74
To the Editor:
When elections were held for
Freshmen Class Officers early in
the school year, we, as Freshmen ,
knew nothing concerning any of
the candidates. Since then, we
have gotten to know other
members of our class. Again
election time has come. We must
once again decide who is to hold
the important positions in our
class. At this time , I would like to
announce that, after careful
thought and consideration, I
would like to support Kathi
Brown, for the position of
Sophomore Class Vice-President.
Kathi now holds the position of
Corresponding Secretary in the
Freshman class. I hope you will
decide to support Kathi Brown
for the Vice-Presidency as I have.
Thank you
Ellen Anzis
Denise DiBiase
Ellen Coandrea

To the Editor:
My dear fellow freshmen
As you know, on March 25,
1971 you will be electing YOUR
executi".e board for the coming
year. The Office of Vice-president .
is one of importance even 'though
this past year, it has been one of
inactivity. Of the two candidates
running, Bobbi Kinler is in my
opinion, the best person for the
job . This east year, Bobbi has
been an active member of
Congress and our Social
Committee Chairman. She is the
person who has planned our
Semi-Formal for April 23 and has
made all the arrangements for a
wonderful evening. She has also
served on the Course-Evalutation
and Orientation Committee. It is
often hard to admit someone else
is better or just as good as
yourself, but Bobbi Kinler has
proven she is the best person for
the job of Vice-President of the
Class of 197 4.

To the Editor
It is at this time that I would
like to pledge my support to the
person whom I feel as most
qualified to serve as our
vice-president. Having served with
Bobbi Kinler throughout the past
two semesters as she worked
diligently for our freshman class,
I've · seen her display many facets
of leadership qualities and
willingness to work. As an
outstanding member of our
congress, she was also chairman of
the Social committee, planning
such events as the roller skating
party and the upcoming
semi-formal. Her concern for the
betterment of not only our class
but for the class of '71, '72, and
'73 is evident by her active
particip-ation in Student
Organization.-:Most of her spare
time since September has been
spent in services pertaining to
working towards a better N.S.C. It
is with these qualities at hand that
I ask you to place your trust in
Bobbi and elect her as your
· Thank You, sophomore class vice-president.
Michelle A. Cors
former V .P. Candidate
Respectfully submitted,
(Congress 1974)
Noreen Daly - Council '74
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More ·S tatements -of Intent
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(Continued from Page 13)

while on the Constitution and
By-Laws Committee, the new
Constitution which was
overwhelmingly passed by the
student body. I also have served
on the class Congress and a steady
participant at Council meetings.
To make the class productive, I
hope to involve the class in
projects like ridding the school of
the dead and rot ting trees by
Downs Hall and ma.king a picnic
area in its place. Also building an
electronic scoreboard for our
football team. I ask for your
support in the election for the
office of Vice-President class of
'72.
Jerry Barron
Statement of Intent
I feel that Newark State
College has been more than an
education institution. It has given
me friendships and maturity.
Since l am entering my senior
year, I would like to repay our
schoo l by becoming
Vice-President of the class of
1972. l plan to work hard to
make our convocation the best
convocation ; our prom, the best
prom; and our graduation, the
most memorable graduation.
I feel that m y experience on
class congress for the past three
years qualifies me for this position
and ha~ ive~ me. ~~idelines on
how to run class activities.
As Vice-president, I plan to
make our Senior year outstanding
and fulfilling by uniting our class
in all activities.
Beth Elberger
Candidate for Vice President
Class of '72

responsibilities of this office and
of the Congress of the class of
because of this experience I seek
1972, a member of the Student
your support in the · upcoming
Body Social Committee, Secretary
election.
of the Madrigal Choir, and .
Sincerely,
Chairman of the Social
Frances Holck
Committee of the Class of 1972.
In order for a body of students
to obtain what is necessary to
keep them func tioni ng
successfully, it is necessary for a
reasonable budget to be
established and followed
consistently.
I feel that I am most qualified
to get what my class needs and
put it to the proper use.
It is not enough to get money
and use it, but rather to get
money and put it to good use!
Respectfully Submitted,
Dolores Clementi
Member of the Class
of rapport with the Finance
of 1972
Board. The money is then to be
used, but someone must be able
to convince them to give it to us
Statement of Intent
- the Class of '72. Someone must
In the past, our class has been
work and strive to achieve these
subject to total disorganization.
ends.
The previous treasurer has not
I feel that I am qualified to
sufficiently engaged in any type
Steve Band
rectify this situation, but I cannot
of dialogue with the Student
do it without your help . Statement of Intent
Organization Finance Board.
Therefore , I urge you to extend to
My name is Steve Band and I
1. The amount of money
me your confidence as Treasurer
running for the Presidency of the
appropriated to underwrite for of the Class of '72.
·
the Junior Prom could have been
Class of 1973.
Lawrence C. Wlozlo
When I arrived at Newark State
a bit more liber_al.
last year I began to think of how I
2. Money for class activities,
such as the annual Christmas Statement of Intent
could beco me involved in campus
party , should have been no
I am running for the office of activities. My involvement Since
problem.
c orre sponding . "se'cretar'y';"'"thaC tirrie ·•tfas I tleenA 1l1fi'fe
The Junior Class has not even unopposed , for the second _year. I diversified. I have served on
had a treasurer who has some type am fa miliar with the StudentCouncilfortwoyears.and

was appointed to the Finance
Board of Studen t Organization. I
also had the pleasure of serving on
the Governor 's Advi sory
(Co ntinu ed on Page 15)

Class Of '73

CAN YO U BE INDIFFERENT?
9hoto b~ Brian Qav1es
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Emko research has produced
a new applicator for applying
foam contraceptive ... new
Emko Pre-Fil features an applicator that can be filled in
advance of use ... up to a week
ahead of time.
The filling of an applicator at
the time of need can be emotionally disruptive .. . can lead
to "skipping" ... Emko Pre:Fil
is a way to help overcome
this probl em ... to assure
better family plann ing. ·
Emko Pre-Ft! . .. highly effective, substantially free from
side effects, easy to use. Ask
your physic ian about EMKO•
and EMKO PRE-FJLTM.

Dolores Clementi

Statement of Intent
My name is Dolores (Dee)
Clementi. I am running for the
office of Treasurer of the Class of
1972.
As you know , the office of
Treasurer entails the keeping of
accurate and tight books and also
the job of presenting the needs of
the class before the Finance Board
in attempts to obtain the funds
nece ssary to complete class
activities.
l feel that working for .my class
is about the most important thing
in my college career. The class of
1972 is a successful and unified
working body and I intend to help
to keep it that way . .
In the past, I have been active
in campus and class activities. As a
sister of Delta Sigma Pi Sorority, I
have served as alternate for
l.F.S.C. representative, a member

The baby seal in the photo was one of 50,000 killed in the
Gu lf of St. Lawrence, one of over half a million seals
clubbed, speared , shot, gaffed during the 1970 CanadianNorwegian slaughter in the Atlantic .
Don 't bel ieve furriers who would persuade you that
Friends of An imals has been ''misleading" you , that any
slaughter anywhere is done for the benefit of the sea ls.
I, Alice Herrington, testify that on March 21, 1970-the
second day of the Canadian season on seals-I saw the
same brutal massacre aga inst which Friends of Animals,
of which I am president, has been protesting for years.
As the bubble-domed helicopte r flew low over the first day's
kill , I saw mother seals nuzzling the ski nless corpses of
their babies. Sta nd ing ten feet away from the killers on the
ice floes , twenty miles out in the Gulf, I saw baby seals,
clubbed twice, raise their heads as they were sliced open.
Other babies were battered as many as fourteen times
while the mothers watched in terror and stress.
If You Are One Who Cannot Be Ind ifferent to the Suffering
of Other Creatures

YO U CAN "HELP
Firs t-by refusing to garb yourself in the agony of another,
· by refusing to buy the skins of wild life.

THE EMKO C OMPANY . ST . LOU IS, MO.
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Friends of Animals, Inc.

WEST 60TH STREET

11
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10023

I
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I
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O

Enclosed is my tax-ded uctible
contrib ution to help stop the slaughter
of marine mammals. Please add
my name to your mailing list.

□

Send me a mat of this advertisement so
that I can place th is advertisement in
my local paper at my own expense

II
II
1
j

1

I. !
NAME

Second-by causing this advertisement to be inserted i n
your local newspaper. (A mat will be sent upon your request
to Friends of Animals. See coupon.)
Third -by sendi ng a tax-deductible contribution to
.. Friends of Ani mals, Inc., a non-profit organization that

Available at drug stores everywhere without prescription.

intends to pound on the world's conscience until sentient
men and women everywhere are made aware of the
unnecessary cruelty and destruction being inflicted upon
animals. Your contribution wi ll be used to plead for those
creatures who cannot speak for themselves but who dumbly
implore your pity.
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ABORTION
INFORMATION
AND
AS.S I STANCE
CALL:: (2 15) 118 · 5800
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More Statements Of .Intent
(Continued from Page 14)

Committee, The· Orientation
Program Committee, and worked
on the staff of the S.C.A.T.E.
program.
When I decided to run for
President I examined my class and
it's success during the past year.
While I feel that Mr. Powers has
done an excellent job I also feel
that my proposals will help the
class run more smoothly and
effectively. If elected I will satisfy
the needs of my class to the best
of my ability and through your
support and confidence we can
further develop our class into the
best at New~rk State College.
There is one prime factor that I
recognize as a hinderance to the
progress of a dass. This is lack of
communication. Many students
feel that the class is nothing more
than the officers and the Congress
whom they feel have the only
influence. I have a specific plan
which I hope will alleviate this
problem. First, I plan to have the
class Council Representatives
report to the Class Congress
regarding the activities and
legislation undertaken by Student
Council. Secondly, I will have a
Newsletter planned , developed,
and distributed to the Class at
regular .intervals. In this way there
will be a continuous chain of
communication. Every person in
the Class will have an opportunity
to know exactly what their Class
and Student Council is doing.
I hope that on Election Day
you will consider me to be your
next Class President. Regardless of
your preferences I urge you all to
vote on March 18th. Let's show
the entire Student Body that the
Class of 1973 is in no way
apathetic.
Thank you for your time and
consideration.
Steve Band
Statement of Intent
In 1969 I entered Newark
State College anticipating a new
and worthwhile experience. It has
been two years and I am still
anticipating and awaiting. This
must change.
Upon entering college, I had no
intention of running for any
office, either at that time or in the
future. I felt that others were
more capable than I. This has also
changed.
I am virtually unknown but I
knew that most of us who are
unknown are discontent with the
present way of handling class
affairs. This is why I am running,
to try and bring about the change
that is desparately needed.
I am discontent with two basic
elements that are lacking in the
leadership of the past two years.
The first is the lack of
communication between elected
officials and the student body.
Too soon after a candidate is
elected, he forgets about his being
representative for his class. He
becomes too involved in personal
goals and becomes alienated from
the students he represents.
This is where I feel I can help. I
will make no promises I cannot
keep. I can only promise that I
will listen to you, and I will use
the power I have to try and get
things done.

The second element of
discontent is the fact that in the
beginning all the previous
candidates were full of energy and
promises. Toward the middle of
the year the enthusiasm and
promises fade away and we are
left, in effect, facing the
remainder of the year without any
executive representation. Again I
promise that this will not happen
if I am elected.
In closing I would like to ask
you for your support. With your
help we can attain the worthwhile
goals, that the past two years have
lacked.
Respectfully yours,
Stan Vitale
Statement of Intent
The office of vice-president
requires an individual who is both
capable of aiding the president
and capable of p1 csiding in his
absence. The vice-president must
also have a thorough
understanding of class government
and the ability to work with
others to initiate these ideas into a
workable plan. During the past
two years at N.S.C. I have had
numerous opportunities to work
with many other interested
individuals in serving my class. I
have served two terms as a
representative on the Congress of
the class of 1973. By working
with Congress and Council
representatives I have developed a
better understanding of the basic
procedures and policies necessary
to the proper functioning of our
class. Through my involvement on
several committees, I have also
become better acquainted with
the importance of each class
government being aware of the
total college situation.
Decisions decided upon by the
executive board and all other class
representatives must reflect· the
need so all class members. If
elected, I will do my utmost to
see that the policies are adhered
to and support all procedures in
the best interest of everyone . I
would appreciate your continued
support in the forthcoming
election.
Thank you,
Peggy Coyle
Statement of Intent
As a member of the class of 73,
have felt a lack of
communication between my class
congress and myself. Since I have
attended Newark State College I
have developed an active interest
in observing council meetings and
I have participated in carnival
committee in a representative
capacity .
If elected, next year I would
like to try to briclge the
communication gap in our class,
also I have several plans outlined
for a successful year. First I would
like to set up a class cqmmittee to
research the Junior Prom and with
their evaluation send out letters to
the class to find out your opinions
of the available choices. Secondly
I would like to set up a bulletin
board for our class or a newsletter
to inform you of the activities and
committees of our class, one more
benefit out of this publicity is a
more active and enjoyable carnival

booth with our class working
together.
Remember your vice president
should represent you and still be a
part of your class. I hope to
devote all my time to this one
position rather than a little time
to several positions.
Michael Schiavo

to elect me to this office. In
conclusion, I urge you all to vote
and put the best qualified
candidate in office.
Sincerely yours,
Bill Bruno
Statement of Intent
As a freshman, I was a member
of the 1973 Class Congress. As a
councilman and ex-officio
member of Congress this year, I
have kept involved with the
workings of my class. This year I
am asking to be put in a position
that will enable me to convey and
assemble the comments of our
class. As Corresponding Secretary
I would assume the burden of
keeping our class with up-to-date
information on class events. I
hope to do this by acquiring a
Class of 1973 bulletin board in
the Student Center where the
minutes of Congress and Council
meetings can be posted and where
any notices pertaining to our class
could also be found. By posting
members all actions in ·a
conspicuous public place the
members of the class will become
more involved- in class even ts. It is
only then that the Congress will
become a complete instrument of
ALL the people. As a member of
the Class of '73 Executive Board I
hope to make this happen.
Sincerely,
SUE CRINGOLI

Statement of Intent
A class officer must have many
qualities and attributes in order to
carry out his duties successfully.
One of these qualities is
perserverance. This is ability to sit
down and get the job done . But
this covers only the concrete
qualities of a good officer. He
must also have human qualities
such as honesty, sincerity, and
above all he must be able to relate
to his fellow students and build a
friendship with them .
Friendship, for me, is an
extremely important foundation
for a class officer to build on. If
there is no friendship between a
class officer and his class, he is not
really representing you, which is
was what the job is all about. But
with friendship we can build a
deep unification which will put
the class of 73 above all others.
I believe I have these qualities,
and with them can be a great
service to our class.
The job of treasurer demands
many qualities but it also involves
numerous responsibilities. As
treasurer I would act as a link , for
all our class business, between our Statement of Intent
class and outside corporations. I
Hi! My name is Debbie
would also keep accurate records Chiginsky and I' m a candidate for
of all money spent and received. the office of recording secretary
Most of all I would be your -of the class of 1973. I'm running
representative on our Executive for this position because I'm
Board.
interested in working with my
I promise you tha I will do this class and would like to keep them
job to the best of m.,y abilities.
more informed with class
I would appreciate your voting fun ctions.
for me as treasurer for the class of
In the past, I have worked - in
1973 on March 25th.
my freshman year - as a council
Thank you, representative, on our charity
Ralph Barone drive , Carnival Committee, and
various other committees that
come up throughout the year.
Statement of Intent
This year I have served as your
As you have in the past, it is class corresponding secretary.
1 feel that for the above
now time to choose your class
officers. One office you will be reasons and ex·perience, I am
choosing is that of Treasurer. This qualified to fulfill the position of
office is quite important because recording secretary. So I urge you
the treasurer has theresponsibility to vote - Debbie Chiginsky for
of drawing up the budget for our recording secretary.
Thank You!
class, helps to organize our Junior
Debbie Chiginsky
Prom, and handles monies which
are allotted to various class
functions.
This office requires a fairly
good understanding of the
workings of Student Government.
Once the budget is drawn up, the
"treasurer must go before Finance
Board in order to have it Statement of Intent
approved. It is important for him
My name is Joe Butler and I'm
to know how Finance Board is seeking the office of president of
run. The only way this knowledge our class. This office is important
can be fully understood and because not only does the
known , is by being involved and president chair the class congress
actively participating in it. I have but is also a council representative
served for two years on Student and serves on the executive board
Co unci l, Class Congress, and of Student Organization.
I feel that I am qualified for
Students' Rights Committee, to
name a few and feel qualified to this position because I've been
serving on council for the past
hold this office.
The ultimate decision is up to two semesters and know how
you - the voter. You must decide Student Organization is run. I've
for yourself who is the best also served on the Orientation
qualified candidate. I appeal Committee and was a tutor for
wholeheartedly for your support S.C.A.T.E. Perhaps my best

Class Of '74

qualification is my willingness to
do what I can for the class.
I'm not one for making
campaign promises that I will be
unable to fulfill, but there is one
issue I'd like to bring out now. At
every corner of the campus one
meets with the cry of apathy.
Apathy is true of all facetft of life.
But many of the so-called
apathetic people on this campus
are either mis-informed or not
informed at all of.what's going on.
If elected I will do my best to
improve communication between
Student Government and the
students.
I've taken a realistic attitude
toward this office and I hope you
do too.
Respectfully Submitted,
Joe Butler

Steve Lindner

Statement of Intent
Communication is something
which does not just happen on a
school level. It takes cooperation
with all people, not only the
elected officials. This is done by
letting people know what is going
on in this institution, and having
TRUE REPRESENTATION.
Distributing flyers to the class and
encouraging ones opinion on
HOW, WHEN, and WHERE they
want thei r functions to be held is
the only way. This has never been
done, and it is about time that
elected officers d.o something for
their class and school to make the
days and nights better on campus.
In order to be able to devote
all my time to this office and get
the job done well, I will not be in
any other organization so as not
to limit my effectiveness.
People who want to get
involved in the school hesitate,
because they are uncomfortable
talking to their "representatives".
I like being with people, getting
involved with them, and I'm
always ready to make new friends.
The ability to relate with people is
important, and must be a quality
of the President.
For me to be effective I must
have your cooperation. Let me
know about problems you have
encountered, solutions you may
have, and ideas ygy feel should be
enacted on this Campus. .This
school has a lot going for it, the
right people can make it happen
for you. I'm willing towork and
have ideas that will make the
difference to make this campus a
place where you will want to
come.
Steve Lindner
(Continued on Page 16)
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More ·statements of .Intent
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Ed Mulkeen

Class. This has been an invaluable
experience for me because I have
learned more fully to accept great
responsibility, and perhaps more
important, to work with all types
of students as a unit. I have also
le a med to accept and give
criticism, an obvious essential for
an individual in office. I served on
the Orientation Committee,
Congress and various groups such
as the Social Committee. I
attended Student Org. meetings
frequently and became acquainted
with the functions of not only the
Class of '74 but the entire school.
I will presently be one of two
Freshmen serving on a committee
to better the present registration
system.
I urge your support again. My
sincerity and experience must
speak for itself, but it is up to
you, the voters to do your part.
Thank you for reading this far,
but my ideas and hopes are
unique , Vote Kathi Brown ,
Vice-President.
Respectfully submitted,
Kathi Brown
Corresponding Secretary
Class of '74

Statement of Intent
I am running for the
presidency of our class. I feel that
I am the candidate that will do
the most for the students. I've
been on Council this year and
right now , I'm very disillusioned
with it. It's full of politics and not
much gets accomplished. But
anything that does get
accomplished is done by
committees. The only real
successes of Student Org. are Statement of Intent
things ~e SCATE, Encounter and
My name is Louis Wein~tein
Orienta tion. If elected I will work and I am a candidate for the
to make thr STUDENT LIFE office of Vice-President of the
COMMITTEE , which I have Class of 1974.
recently been given the chair of,
We , as freshmen, have had a
into ~ something as effective as number of problems here at
SCATE. Sutdent Org·s . .money Newark State. First and foremost
belongs to the Students and rm of these problems is the lack of
going to make sure that money is communication between the
working for us. We are one of the members of the class. According
· richest Student Orgs. in the to our class constitution, each
country! Does it show? Right no member of Congress, such as
I'm trying to get $20 appropriated myself, is to be responsible to a
for three bulletin boards for the certain number of freshmen and it
snack bar for student use only. will be their jobs to report to
Also we're looking into those freshmen about things the
refurnishing the TV room and Congress is doing. As we all know,
Sloan lounge . The things I want to this has not been done. Every
do will not cost a fortune. If we time I brought this matter up at
can spend over $20,000 on a big Congress meetings , I was met with
thing like encounter, rm going to responses like , "That's in there
make certain that the little things just in case we need it." I think
get done too. But we need help . it's about time we needed it. It's
Anyone interested , please contact small wonder we only got 40 or
me in MB No. 392. Any help at all 50 people to attend our Roller
will be greatly appreciated. I'm Skating Party last January and
looking forward to working with s o m e o f the m w e re
as many people as possible on this upper-classmen or from outside of
project, but its success can only school.
be possible with your support.
Another problem the freshmen
Sincerely, have is that we get the same
Ed Mulkeen people doing the work for the
class. I'm not saying this is bad
Statement of Intent
because the people working for
This is my letter of intent for our class are just fantastic and
the Office of Vice President, the they are all my good friends, but
Class of I 974. Many students feel it would be encouraging to see
that the office of Vice President is some more of the 1153 freshmen
only a stepping stone for the helping out by maybe working on
president or someone who will do
the polls Election Day or helping
any ignored work, but if elected, with the Freshman booth in the
my intent is to prove how Carnival or enjoying themselves at
important the office should and
the Freshman Semi-Formal in .
will be. I will strive to work as a April or any number of things. ·
unit with not only the Executive Thus, we can have a class made up
Board, but you, fellow students, of I I 53 active people and not just
My past experience will serve as a thirty.
foundation for the duties the
As this is supposed to be a
office entails. The Vice President "letter of intent", I guess I should
must be able to chair meetings in say what I intend to do for the
the president's absence, this . Class of 1974. First, I · propose
means an efficient and working · that, with the help of the
knowledge · of Parlimentary President and the Recording
Procedure. I feel I can effectively Secretary the minutes of each
serve in this capacity.
Congress meeting be placed in the
This year I am serving as Student Org. office or on the
Corresponding Secretary on the bulletin board in the main hallway
Executive Board of the Freshman of the Student .Center. I would
M
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dutfes of the Congress be enforced
so that members of the class will
be informed as to what the class
officers are doing. The Executive
Film: ........................ ........ Tuesday, March 23
Board of the Class of I 97 4 has
1 :40 pm Little Theater
been to lax in its obligations to
the class. If elected I intedn to
Workshop: ........................... Monday, March 29
rectify the situation.
6:30 pm
In closing I would like to say
ilia t our class is the largest in the
Performance: .......... .. ............ .. Thursday, April 1
school and therefore should have
7:30 pm TPA
the largest and loudest voice in
school policy. I want to help
make that voice heard .
Join
Respectfully yours,
Louis Weinstein
Candidate for Vice-President
of Class of 1974

Paul Taylor Dance Company

The School of Byrds

Statement of Intent
My name is Bobbi (Barbara)
Kinler and I am running for the
office of your class
Vice-President. This office is very
important to me because, if I win ,
I will be able to do what you want
- REPRESENT YOU.
This year, I have not only
served on the Fre~hman Congress
but also on various committees of
Student Organization including
Course Evaluation and
Orientation. Because of my past
envolvement, I feel that I know
enough of student needs to do the
job effectively.
You may ask just what the job
of Vice-President entails. Well, it
not only means you have to take
over for .the President when he is
busy or sick, but it means working
with the Executive., Board ..and
Congress to make your needs
known.
I don't believe in making
promises I can not keep but if
elected, I will try my best to make
the feelings of the class known
and understood by the Executive
Board. I will also endeavor to
prevent the reoccurance of past
administrative shortcomings.
If you have any questions or
just want to rap for a while , please
drop a note in my mailbox No.
727.
Our class has great potential so
give me the chance to set us in
motion. Vote for me in the
primary election on March 18.
Sincerely,
Bobbi Kinler
Statement of Intent
A Class treasurer's job is not
the easiest, yet it's not the
hardest. This past year I was lucky
enough to have been elected
treasurer of the freshman class.
My work consisted of being on
the freshman class executive
board, being involved with the
freshman congress, going before
the Finance Board as well as
figuring out the freshman class
budget. My job did not end there;
I am now working with Dex Pease
and Chip Hancock as co-chairman
of the Student Aid plan which
will help you, the freshman class,
with financial problems as well as
professors, and just plain gripes
that you all may have. I was also
involved with the Search
Committe where students as well
as faculty interview incoming
fa~ulty ; but the m0st important
thing I want you to know 1s that I
care about our class and want to
see it make something of itself.
With the above qualifications
in mind I hope you will re-elect
me as your class treasurer.
Sinc~rely yours,
Ami Lustig
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coming to campus
March 23 thru March 26
Inquire: Student Activities Office

(75 Byrds needed)

The Box

Once upon a time in the land of Hush-A-Bye
Around about the wonderous days of yore ,
They came across a sort of box
Bound up with chains and locked with locks
And labeled "Kindly Do Not Touch, It's War".
A decree was issued round about All with a flourish and a shout
And a gaily coloured mascot
Tripping lightly on before Don' t fiddle with this deadly box
Or break the chains or pick the locks
And please don't ever mess about with war
Well the child,ren..understood , , .. .. , " , ,
Children happen to be good
And were just as good around the time of yore ,
They didn't try to pick the locks
Or break into that deadly box
And never tried to play about with war.
Mommies didn't either.
Sisters, aunts nor grannies neither
'Cos they were quiet and sweet and pretty
In those wonderous days of yore,
Well very much the same as now
And not the ones to blame somehow
For opening up that deadly box of war.
But someone did.
Some battered in the lid
And spilled the insides out across the floor ,
A sort of bouncing bumpy ball
Made up of flags and guns and all
The tears and horror and the death
That goes with war.
It bounced right out

And went bashing all about
And what was sad and most unfair
And what was said and most unfair
Was that it really didn't seem to care
Much who it bumped, or why,
Or what , or for.
It bumped the children mainly ,

And I'll tell you this quite plainly,
It bumps them everday and more and more
And leaves them dead and burned a~d dying ,
Thousands of them sick and crying,
'Cos when it bumps it's very very sore.
There is a way to stop the ball ,
It isn't very hard at all,-_
All it takes is wisdom
And I'm absolutely sure '!'--.:.'.
We could get it back into ttie box
And bind the chains and lock the locks
But no one seems to want to save the children anymore .
Well that's the way it all appears
'Cos it's been bouncing round for years and years
In spite of all the wisdom wizzed
Since those wonderous days of yore ,
And the time they came across that box
Bound up with chains and locked with locks
And labeled., ''Kindly Do Not Touch, It's War."
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Schoof of Bryds Presents ''New-arlc''
The Byrd Hoffman School of has been invited to participate , by
Byrds will present a new piece in presenting " Deafman Glance" , at
Newark State College Theatre for the Festival Mondial Du Theatre
the Performing Arts at 9 p.m. on in Nancy, France , and at the
March 26 . . The School of Byrds Premio Roma 7 I. The School of
has been most successful with Byrds will also present the piece
their past three productions - on tour through various other
something like painting, like European cities from April
dance , like theatre - art in pt.ire through June.
visual and conceptual form in
The last two productions of
three dimensions. The past three the School of Byrds were similar
productions have been written visually to "Deafman Glance" and
and directed by Robert Wilson - involved many of the same figures
the creator, as Clive Barnes and events. Murray Ralph of
remarked of
a new WBAI said of "The King of
nonverbal, post Wagnerian epic Spain" . . . (Wilson) "creates a
theatre composed partly of time private historical category called
and boredom, and pmly of 'music of the imagination' ...
pastiche - collage ...." The latest bizarre , insane, magnificient. His
work produced was "Deafman people in their engaging human
Glance" presented by the Byrd action clash with purely theatrical
HoffmanFoundation , lnc.,atthe devices..
relaxed and
Brooklyn Academy of Music on interestin g.
haven't seen
February 25, and March S. anything like it before." "The
"Deafman Glance" was created King of Spain" was the first piece
late last year at the University of to be presented by the
Iowa in workshops conducted Foundation and was recently
there.
published by New American
Scene from
The story of "Deafman Plays.
Glance" seems to be that of the
"The Life and Times of from Christian mythology
fantasies of a young deaf boy Sigmund Freud" was presented pondered and observed by a
after he observes the murder of twice last year in New York . The tender and venerable Freud."
two of his siblings by his mother. slow pace and visuality of the
The piece to be presented at
The boy becomes the only earlier piece were maintained, and
Newark
State will be titled "New
constant in an exhibition of many of the characters from "The
Ark,"
and
will be written and
movement ·- movement of King of Spain" were again
directed
by
Melvin
Andringa, who
people, animals, plants, smoke, presented. Deborah Jowitt of the
buildings, magical elements, Village Voice wrote "Freud is recently received his M.F .A. from
abs~ractions - all belonging to the unlike a~ything I ha~e ever seen. the University of Iowa . The wQ.rk
reality of dream. The theatre f, .. wmtl'.1rl"Wl'ffk'.S' 11S' ll. ~ isual artist ,w,as .especiall¥,. written for . ,,tb.e
the Byrd Hoffman Foundation, · arranging, combining, and theatre, and will have Newark
Inc., is very close to painting with separating various realities in the State students participate in its
motion - the entire production is stage space. . . . The unity, the cast of seventy-five. Workshops
very simple, very slow, very quiet inexplicable mythic dimensions of conducted by Robert Wilson , will
- very dense and mysteriously the work come from the way be, held on campus for the week
over-whelming visually and figures and events appear and prior to the final production. The
emotionally. Various elements reappear in all the acts. students will there become
-evoke different emotions artd stir Sometimes in full focus, acquainted with Mr. Wilson's
memories - gently and then sometimes very briefly . What I am approach to stage and motion and
discard them - making one not trying to convey is the density be an integral part of the
certain that they - ever-really · and gentle surprising beauty of production itself. Byrd Hoffman's
existed, but at the same time , 'The Life and Times of Sigmund productions cannot be called
completely sure of their reality . Freud." So it is like some pageant "happenings,'' but rather they
The Byrd Hoffman Foundation of living studded with symbols grow with the participants.
Robert Wilson works mainly with
amateurs who, under his
tutelage develop amazing
concentration of movement. In
initial workshops , he encourages
participants to become more

Music Department
Slates Recitals March
23 & 26

Music Department Slates Recitals
March 23 and 26
The week of March 22 will
have another senior recital
Thursday evening, March 23,
shared by Alan Fuhr, clarinet, and
Sharman Howe, soprano. On
Friday, March 26, 10:45 am there
will be another of the regular
monthly student recitals of the
Music Department.
M iss Howe will be
accompnaied by Diana Cardwell, a
piano junior; Mr. Fuhr by Prof.
Doris Engelhard and Prof. Michael
Montgomery , the latter playing
the piano part in his own
Nocturne.
Miss Howe is a graduate of
Dunellen High School and has
been studying voice with Prof.
Annajean Brown ; Mr. Fuhr, a
graduate of Abraham Clark High
School, Roselle, is clarinet student
of Prof. Lowell Zimmer.
Alternating on the program, and
· Mr. Fuhr, in addition to already
mentioned composition by Prof.

Montgomery works by Ravel,
Stravinsky and Hindemith's
clarinet Sonate.
On March 26 Friday morning,
student recital will have among its
performers freshman soprano
Moira O'Brien in works by
Carissimi and Torelli and an old
Scottish air; piano freshman
Justine Oshetsky performing a J.
S. Bach 2-part Invention and
Beethoven's Sonata No. 20, op 49
no 2 in G Major; French Horn
junior Mary Kincaid , accompanied
by Richard C. Venneman, playing
Mozart's 3rd Horn Concerto in E
Major ; · and piano trio: Judi
Benjamin, violin, Rita Silber,
'cello, and Laura Brodian, piano,
playing the finale of Beethoven's
G Major Trio, op I no 2.
The Friday morning, March 26,
student recital is taking place in
TPA 28, 10:45 am sharp.
Tuesday, March 23, senior recital
will be held in the Little Theater
starting at 8 pm. Both events are
free and everybody is invited.

"Deafman Glance". Photographer: Edward Grazda.

aware of the interaction of their
own bodies with other moving
bodies with no style or methods
in1posed - each participant is
permitted to make discoveries
about his own abilities to util.ize
his kinesthetic sensitivities.
The School of Byrds
Workshops will be held on campus
next week according to the
following schedule:
Monday (March 22),
Tuesday and Wednesday , in
Down's Hall , Dining Room B,
from l to S p.m., and from 7
to 10 p.m. in the T.P.A; Friday
from I to 5 p.m. in the theatre
with the final production at
9:00 p.m. that evening, March
26.

"New Ark " promises to be a
fantastic experience to anyone
who will participate - either in
the production or as an observer.
Students and faculty are all
invited to work with the
production - work to produce
the unique, radically beautiful
theatre that the School of Byrds
has been producing and giving to
those who can discover it and be
open to it, be open to its
gentleness, its slowness, its magic.

Notice
Your Own Thing
College Center Board presents:

This original production "New Ark "
is being
co-sponsored by three campus
committees - College Center
Board Fine Arts Committee, the
Performing Arts Council, and
Townsend Lecture Series - as
well as the New Jersey Council of
the Arts.

a rock musical
Friday, April 2
8:30 pm

CASH
FOR
BOOKS
Top dollar paid for text books and paperbacks. We
buy books no longer used at Newark State.
We buy books used on other campuses. We buy
books others cannot handle. We do not buy old
editions.
Location:
Snack Bar. Mon. thru Thurs.
March 22 to 25
sponsored by Sigma Theta Chi
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There is no such thing as

A TENDER TRAP
Consider the raccoon - one of the earth's friendliest,
most lovable creatures . ·He is part of the woodland lore
and wonder of nature. Favorite children's stories endow
him with almost human qualities along with the otter,
the fox , the beaver , the muskrat and other forest
dwellers .

Trapping animals like the raccoon is neither a friendly
nor lovable occupation . Forty million leg-hold traps are
set out continuously in the United States and Canada
alone. The cruel, jagged-toothed traps can crunch an
animal 's leg, leaving him to bleed, suffer and starve for
days before the trapper comes to deal the final death
blow. The animals are so agonized that they often chew
off th~ir own feet.
✓
It takes forty raccoons to make one coat for a human .
Yet hundreds of defenseless animals may die before
those forty pelts are collected. The traps snap at anything - turtles, eagles, groundhogs, porcupines, dogs
and cats. A trap doesn't have any feeling about that . ..
and neith~r does a trapper.

You, too, can help in the crusade to stop the vicious
killing of animals that keep our environment alive and
give joy to our children. You can refuse to wear the skins
of animals for prestige or pleasure. You can speak out
against these ungodly trapping practices in the name of
the animals that still survive. And you can make a TAX
DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION to Friends of Animals
which is doing something constructive about this wanton destruction . DO IT NOW and feel better immediately
- in the knowledge that you are helping to preserve our
natural wildlife heritage - for your children and their
children .

r------------------------,
Miss Alice Herrington, President, Friends of Animals, Inc.
11 Weat 60th Street, New York, N.Y. 10023

I am glad to enclose $._ _ _ (payable to FoA and
fully tax deductible) to help stop the murder of wildlife.
Please add my name to your mailing list.
Please Print
Name
Number and Street
City

State

Zip

_________________________ J
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Sports Notes

Tau Wins Title
by Tom O'Donnell

Sigma Beta Tau won the
I.F.S.C. basketball championship
Friday night coming from behind
in the last period to edge Sigma
Theta Chi 65-62, before a
standing room only crowd in the
gym The game started with Chi
jumping off to 7-1 lead. Tau hung
close in the period mainly on the
scoring of John Zaranka and
trailed at the end of the first
period 18-14. Chi continued tp
move in the second period going
off at the half with a 37-31 lead.
In the third period with Tau's
front line in foul trouble the Blue
and White tied the score at 41 all,
then Larry Cibrowski hit for two
baskets and Chi led at the end of
the third period 50-45 . The Black
and Gold then moved out in the

Chi
last period and seemed to put the
G
game away leading at one stage by
I
11 points 59-48 with about five Dubois
0
minutes to play. Tau then turned Bosch
9
the game around and started to eibrowski
9
come back. Chi was leading 62-61 Guares
4
with less than a minute left when Holderlin
Jim "Superstar" Catalano hit a Leblein
0
jumper from 30 feet to put Tau in Total
23
front. Ron Goldfaden added two
Tau
free throws with 9 seconds left to
G
seal the victory. In all Tau Catalano
15
outscored Chi 17-3 in the last five White
I
minutes to get the win. Jim Zaranka
4
Catalano led the Tau attack with Stark
I
38 points (23 in the second half) Mond
I
0
while Ron Goldfaden added 13. Cleary
3
Larry Cibrowski, hitting from the Goldfaden
0
outside, led the Chi offense with • Cook
25
22 points while Chi's leading Total
scorer, Dan Guares, was held. to
2
3
I
21 (8 in the second half.)
17
14
Tau 14
19
13
Chi 18

NOTICE
The college is eager to foster informal
communication between students and faculty, and with
that end in mind has begun coffee hours in Sloan
Lounge every morning from 9:30 to 11 :30.
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20
11
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PI
Tops

MU

On Tuesday night Nu Delta Pi
won their first game of the Greek
Has it ever struck you as absurd that over 4,000
season topping Alpha Sigma Mu
students and over 450 faculty members can exist side by
87 - 61. Pi moved ahead early
side for years and never know what the others are
leading at the end of the first
feeling? If Vl!org_s_a_!'~~h.!31) ed beJw.een .. Jh!i!_g.rnups,
"'
'
pericid f8-8 . Mu cut the lead to 6
they probably deal only with the content of an
points trailing at the half 35-29
academic course and the student's progress or lack of
mainly on the scoring of Terry
progress in that course. Tragic!
Oleck. In the second half, Pi
broke away outscoring Mu by 18
With · the goal of providing an opportunity for
to get the win. Mu concluded
faculty and students to come together in a setting that is
their first season still looking for
their first victory. The Pi attack
not a classroom or faculty office and to talk about
was paced by Bruce Meyers 26
non-academic interests, these coffee hours have been
points while Tom Hanlon and Bob
started for a trial period of six weeks until April 2nd. In
Giannotti
added 20 and I 7 points
this first week, a problem has manifested itself. We need
respectively.
Barry Stein Jed Mu
a host or hostess who will undertake to welcome all who
with 25 pints while Terry Oleck
come to coffees and to introduce faculty and students
added 23.
to each other. It shQuld be a pleasant and easy way to
serve.

Notice

Will your group provide some students to do thi•s?
We need only one student at a time, and our time
involves 2nd and 3rd period each day until April 2nd. I
am enclosing a response form for your group to fill each
day until April 2nd.

She Was Bred In
Old Kentucky But

- by Michael J. Cleary
The statistics of the New·· Jersey State Conference Basketball
season were released last week. Dan Pocus, junior guard from Roselle,
was ranked fifth in the conference with a 17. I average in 10 games.
Wilbur Akens and George Huff were ranked sixth and twentieth with
respective averages of I 6. 7 and 10.0 per game.

•

•

•

•

_The Spring Squire athletic schedule begins in a few weeks.
Baseball, tennis, golf, and lacrosse are set to begin in two weeks. The
baseball team entertains Bernard Beruch College of New York on March
27 to open its season. Work has been begun on the baseball field in
order to prepare it for the up and coming season. The lacrosse team
meets its first opponent next week in a scrimmage with the Maplewood
lacrosse club. Tennis initiates its schedule on April 4th at Montclair
State and golf squares off again.st Stevens Tech in its opener. The
coaches of the teams are: Richard Bakker - baseball; Hawley Waterman
- lacrosse; Peter Aufsesser - tennis; and Robert Cullen - golf. The
expectations of the teams are great and this promises to be one of the
winningest springs ever.

•

•

*

*

• •

*

Intramural volleyball will be starting soon. Anyone interested
contact Mr. Andzel in the gym.

•

The Intramural Council is planning to hold a Track Day sometime
after Easter. The all-day program will feature various track and field
events. Anyone who would like to participate in Track Day please
contact Mr. Andzel in the gym.

*

*

r

*

The lacrosse team welcomes any new candidates. Come out and
JOm the most exciting spring sport of all time! See Mr. Waterman for
applications in the gym.

FORTUNE SOCIETY PRISON WORKSHOP

A DAY -LONG PROGRAM TO PROVIDE A GUIDEL INE FUR - ,
THE CONCERNED COMMUNITY IN THE. FIGHT FO R PfNAL RE~O~

Registration
Call to Order
Openiny Address
Workshops:

9 :00 10:00
10:00
10 :00
10: 30

A .M.
A .M.
A .M.
A _M.

MEL RIVER S. Fortune Soc iety President
Major JOHN CA SE, Warden , Bucks County Priso n

GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER
STUDENT A CTION
POLITICAL ACTIVITY
HOW TO ORGANIZE YOUR COMMUNIT Y
HOW TO PROMOTE YOUR THING
LUNCH RECESS Noon-1:00 P.M.

I

Keynote Address

1: 00 P.M.

Open Session

1:30-4: 00 P.M .

Socia l Session

4:00-5:00 P.M.

Congressm.in EDWARD KOCH (0 -NYI

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -~
AON BELL. Somerset (N .J.I Chaplaincy Council
FRAN CHRI STMAN , ex convict
MEL AI V EA S, ex ·convict
HENRY RUTH , N. Y . Crim inal Ju stice Coordinating Counc i l
WILLIAM VANOEN HEUVEL , N .Y . City Board of Corrections

re

SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1971

She's Just A

ETHICAL CULTURE HALL, 2 WEST 64 STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Crumb Out Here.

Fo r further i nformation , call 1he Fo rtune off ice •at (2 12) 265·S644.

REGISTRATION: S2.00for adults - S1 .00 for student•

Thank you greatly!

Intramural Basketball

Congressman Ed Koch, Warden,
Case At Prison Workshop
Congressman Edward Koch
(D-NY) and Bucks County Prison
warden, Major John Case will be
the featured speakers at the
Fortune Society's day-long prison
workshop, Saturday, March 20
(10:00 AM - 5:00 PM). The
program en tit I e.d THE
COMM-UNITY JOINS THE
STRUGGLE will be held at the
Ethical Culture Hall (2 West 64th
Street, New York City).

Each of the morning
workshops, following Warden
Case's remarks, will feature two
community leaders and one
ex-convict. The workshops will
give guidelines for political
effectiveness, student action,
organization of the community,
promotion of the community
effort, and working with the
inmate and ex-inmate on a
one-to-one basis.

Among the workshop
The Fortune Society workshop
will serve as a guideline to participants will be Ed Mueller,
community groups working for Green Haven prison chaplain,
prison , reform. Major Case will Nicholas Heil, assistant to
present the opening address at , Governor Cahill (New Jersey),
l O: 00 AM and Congressman Jack Newfield of the Village
Koch's keynote address •-is Voice, Jean Bach, producer ofthe
Arlene Francis radio show, James
scheduled for I :00 PM.

Haughton of Fight Back, Doug
Ke 11 y, director of the
Encampment for Citizenship,
Ruth Eby of the Bergen County
Friends of ·Fortune and students
Steve Chase and Amy Wardell.
Following Congressman Koch's
keynote address, an open panel
will be held. Featured on the
panel will be Ron Bell, Chaplain
of the Somerset (N.J.) Chaplaincy
Council; Mel Rivers, president of
the Fortune Society; Fran
Chritsman, ex convict; Henry
Ruth, director of the New York
City and William vanden Heuvel,
New York City Board of
Correction.
Registration is $2.00 for adults
and $1:00 for students. It"is open
to the public.

In men's intramurals action last points. Also United Brotherhood
week Court Destruction stayed unbeaten by defeating The
continued on their unbeaten Jays 41-36 led by Monte Cosby's
streak by defeating The Team 14 points. ln other action S.C.'
49-34 led by Jay Hubert's 18 defeated the Cyclones by forfeit.
The League standings are:
Men's lntr~mural League
SC
3
2
Won
Lost 44 Express
2 '
3
United Brotherhood 4
0
The Team
1
3
Court Destruction 4
0
Chucklers
l
4
Jays
4
l
Sunshine Boys
0
4
Jets
3
1
Cyclones
0
4

Become A Big Spender!

0

apply to the College Center Board Elections
for all positions: April 14 Inquire in Student
Activities Office.

DATE

I •.,-

EVENT

SUNDAY, MARCH 21st
7:45 pm
CCB Film : Fellini's Satyricon

-~IDEPE~IDE~r·r

rw
PLACE
TPA

MONDAY , MARCH15
6:30 P.M .

Movement lmprovization
Master Classes by Phyllis Lambut
MONDAY , MARCH 22nd
9:00-4 :00
Recruitment Interviews
1 :40
Self-Hypnosis Class
6 :00-11 :00
Theatre Guild
TUESDAY, MARCH 23rd
9-4 :30
Recruitment Interviews
1 :40
Flash Gordon Series
1:40
Free U : Drug Course
1:40
Hil-el Mtg.
1:40 P.M.
Dance Films by :
Paul Taylor and Alvin Nickolais
6-7
Free U : Natural Foods Course
7-8
Free U: Homosexulaity Course
8:00 p.m.
Senior Recital: A . Fuhr, Clarinet:
S. Howe, soprano
8-12
Coffee House
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24th
3:30-6:00
Explore
8: 15 p.m.
Eugene Wilkins Lecture Series
Dr. Santiago Genoves, Voyager on "Ra II "
7-12
Coffee House
THURSDAY,MARCH25~
10:30-12:30
Student Personnel Mtg.
1 :40
Student Teacher's Mtg.
1:40
Financial Aid Mtg. with Seniors
NDEA Loan
4:30
Board of Trustees
5-9
Fine Arts Lecture
6-11
Theatre Guild Mtg.
7-8
Free U : Poetry Workshop
8-12
Coffee House
FRIDAY, MARCH 26th
10:45 a.m.
Music Dept. Student Recital
7 :00 p.m. -8 :00 p.m . Free U: Homosexuality Course
6-11
Theatre Guild
7 :00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. Coffee House
MONDAY, MARCH 29
6:30 P.M.
Master Dance Class :
Members of the Paul Taylor Dance Co .
THURSDAY, APRIL 1
8:00 P.M.
Dance Concert: Paul Taylor Dance Co.

Gym A
Formal Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Wl00

t

Little Theater
Hex Room
Hex Room
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Alumni Lounge
TPA
Hex Room
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
8104
Rms. A and B
CSS-103
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Hex Room
TPA
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Gym B & C

T .P.A .

Exclusive Area Engagement
April 17

T.P.A.

7: 30-I°O :OO

Livingston Taylor And JF Murphy & Salt
Tickets $3.50
AVAI LABLE AT INFORMATI ON BOOTH NE XT WEEK.

IKE AND TINA
Page 7

